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Abstract

This thesis describes the results of an investigation into the performance and behaviour 

of inverter fed induction motor drive systems, where the main aim of the investigation 

was to produce a means of simulation, whereby the transient response of drives could 

be studied in detail.

It is shown that a useful simulation of an inverter drive can be achieved by means of a 

standard software package and a Personal Computer (PC). The thesis demonstrates that 

once the mathematical model for the drive system is established, a software package 

called MATLAB can be employed to study the performance of such electrical drive 

systems. Two types of induction motor drives were investigated in detail by means of 

this package. The first drive consisted of an open loop Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) 

inverter induction motor drive system, whereas the second was a PWM Vector Control 

System.

The thesis also contains the results of experimental investigations into the performance 

of the drive system, where the control strategies were implemented by means of a 

transputer. The experimental results demonstrate good correlation with the simulated 

results.

The thesis also contains the design and development of a flux trajectory observation 

system which may be employed to study the behaviour of the drive system, when 

supplied with modulated voltage waveforms which contain harmonics.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Historical review of classical Drives

Variable speed electrical drives are used extensively in industry, commerce and domes 

tic premises. The considerable increase in the application of such drive systems to 

commerce and domestic premises can mainly be attributed to the increased automation 

of offices and kitchens in domestic premises. The demands of such drives are of course 

determined by the application, which varies considerably from heavy industry to 

domestic premises. The requirements of such drives, however, may be categorized as 

follows:

1) the drive must be capable of a wide range of speed control, whilst maintaining the 
required torque;

2) the drive system must sustain good dynamic performance whilst requiring minimum 
maintenance.

By looking back at the development of drive technology, one sees that the first attempt 

of providing a drive system resulted in the steam engine. These systems were mainly 

used to replace men and animal power or more unreliable power generators such as 

wind or water powered systems. The steam engine was mainly applied to heavy 

industrial processes. The development of electrical power, however, brought with it a 

widespread increase in the requirement for drive systems. Whilst electrical power could 

be generated by the direct current (DC) type and the alternating current (AC) type, the 

first freely available power was the DC type mainly because DC machines were 

developed before the now well known AC types. The wide utilisation of DC power was 

restricted because of the difficulties inherent in the distribution of DC power. This 

problem, however, was overcome with the invention of the polyphase AC machine by 

Tesla [1.1.1]. Two new machines were developed by Tesla, the synchronous and the 

asynchronous induction machine. Simultaneously, the Transformer was developed



[1.1.2] which also played an important role in transferring power with minimal losses 

over great distances.

The three phase AC system of distribution of constant frequency and of fixed voltage 

then formed the basis for electrical energy distribution to modern industry and went on 

a road of success to its present level.

The relative advantages and disadvantages of the synchronous and asynchronous 

machine may be summarized as follows:

The synchronous machine is only able to run at a speed proportional to its supply 

frequency. This machine is not of great use for variable speed drive systems. Nowadays 

there are applications where it is used with electronics, to run as a brushless DC motor, 

but its major application is in the area of power generation.

The asynchronous machine requires little maintenance especially in the case of the cage 

rotor machine. But its application was mainly for constant speed because of the 

inadequate means of varying its supply frequency.

The DC machine with its characteristics forms the ideal drive. Its disadvantage, 

however, is the need for maintenance of the brushes and commutators and its relatively 

high cost, when compared with the induction motor.

It should be stressed that in order for the attractive characteristics of the DC machine to 

be utilized the motor requires variable DC voltages. In high power applications this 

requirement was satisfied by the Ward-Leonard system, which added great cost to the 

overall variable speed DC motor drive.

With the introduction of semiconductor power devices in the 1950's [1.1.3] it was 

anticipated that the disadvantages of variable speed drive systems such as the Ward-Le 

onard set could be removed. Following the introduction of power semiconductor devices 

rapid development in this domain took place, which resulted in the introduction of such



devices as the transistor, thyristor and gate turn off thyristor (GTO). After a number of 

years the advances made in MOS technology also brought forward other power 

semiconductor devices such as the power MOS-FET and insulated gate bipolar transis 

tors (IGBT). These advances provided the basis for two areas of influence on drive 

technology. The first area of influence was the development of efficient DC to AC 

converters and inverters whereas the second influence was in the micro electronic field, 

which resulted in the development of the microprocessor.

The availability of power semiconductor switching devices allowed efficient inverters 

to be built. This became of great significance, because it allowed induction machines 

to be supplied with variable voltage and variable frequency.

The type of inverter system used for variable speed induction motor drives was known 

as the DC-link inverter. Such systems consisted of an AC to DC converter (CON), an 

intermediate DC-link, and a forced commutated inverter (INV) as illustrated in Figure 

1.

The AC to DC converter basically consists of diodes, which are used to transform three 

phase supply voltages to a DC voltage. The intermediate circuit, known as the DC-link, 

is used to store the rectified energy. If the intermediate circuit is made to contain a very 

large value of inductance the inverter system is often referred to as a current source 

inverter. If the DC-link mainly consists of capacitors this system is know as a voltage 

source inverter. The output inverter consists of a configuration of power semiconductor 

devices which converts DC to AC. The choice of switching device depends very much 

upon the power requirement of the application. Which type of inverter to choose 

depends very much upon the application and the number of quadrants the drive system 

is required to perform in. It is generally found that current source inverters are mainly 

applied to only large power variable speed drives. The voltage source inverter, however, 

is the most used type in industry and is applied to a wide range of variable speed 

applications.
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Thus the advances made in power semiconductor devices and the converters to which 

they are applied has resulted in a widespread increase in the use of cage rotor induction 

motors for variable speed applications. The reasons for the choice of cage rotor induction 

motor over the DC motor are maintenance and cost based.

The induction machine is well known and its construction and design is mainly 

optimized. There are actually no great new developments to be expected so far as 

induction motor technology is concerned. The inverter is also now well known, but 

there is still some development in the area of power semiconductors, which generally 

results in the device having improved power rating, switching speed and switching 

losses. Also new switching power devices with integrated control modules are becoming 

available, little significant improvement can be expected in converter technology.

The area of electrical drive systems where considerable improvement is still taking place 

is control strategy. Fundamental to electrical drive control strategy is the mathematical 

modelling of the components which make up the drive system. Considerable progress 

has been made over the last decade in the derivation of mathematical models of all of 

the components in an electrical drive system. An area, however, where progress has 

been limited is the use of the mathematical models developed in simulation software 

packages. One of the prime areas where considerable difficulty has been experienced 

in the mathematical modelling of the induction motor is where the induction motor is 

subjected to vector control. The difficulty experienced can mainly be attributed to the 

manipulation of the matrix equations involved in the modelling. The manipulation and 

solving of these equations have involved considerable computing time, prior to the 

availability of a software simulation package knows as MATLAB.

The investigation reported in this thesis was mainly devoted to the implementation and 

transformation of electrical drive component models, so that they may be usefully 

applied to MATLAB.



There is a lot of research going on in the area of control strategies. Modern micropro 

cessor technology opens a wide range of possibilities. It is in this area where develop 

ments are to be expected and this is the area this work will concentrate on.

1.2. PWM

Modern inverter technology began with the advent of power semiconductors in the 

1950's [1.2.1-1.2.3]. Before that time the use of AC machines was mainly limited to 

constant speed applications. The availability of semiconductor devices, however, 

provided the opportunity for synthesizing alternating voltage waveforms which basi 

cally provided the basis for much of the variable speed drive system research which is 

taking place.

In the early years of inverter technology the semiconductor switching devices were 

mainly connected in configurations which provided the generation of basic alternating 

waveforms such as square waves. It was soon realized, however, that because of the 

harmonic content of these waveforms induction motors did not perform efficiently and 

with sufficient stability, when supplied with such waveforms. In order to overcome 

these undesirable features considerable research was carried out into the modulation 

techniques which could provide an alternating variable voltage/variable frequency 

waveform with low harmonic content.

Since all power converters can be shown to be modulators it was realized that techniques 

used in the field of communication could be employed in power converters. Such 

technologies as pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), pulse position modulation (PPM) 

and pulse width modulation (PWM) were investigated in-depth to discover whether 

such techniques could meet the requirements of variable speed DC-link inverter drive 

systems.



In order to minimize the harmonic content of modulated waveforms other communica 

tion techniques such as natural and regular sampling were also employed [1.2.4]. Many 

other harmonic elimination techniques such as notch control were also employed [1.2.5- 

1.2.7].

1.3. Vector Control

In 1973 a new control strategy for variable speed induction motor drives known as vector 

field control was developed by Leonhard and Blaschke [1.3.1,1.3.2] at the University 

of Brunswick. Basically the research viewed the machine in terms of its transfer 

functions and developed a technique which gave independent control of torque and 

speed by decoupling the rotational machine parameters from the fixed machine parame 

ters. This strategy demanded information about the rotor flux position and such 

information was gained by direct measurement of the flux in the air gap by allocation 

of a search coil in the stator. However, because this technique could not be employed 

without making modifications to off-the-shelf induction motors, other strategies were 

developed whereby the required information could be determined from the phase 

currents. This latter technique is called indirect vector field control whilst the first 

technique is referred to as direct vector field control[1.3.3-1.3.16].

Although vector control techniques considerably improve the response time of induc 

tion motor drive systems it does not compensate for variation in the motor parameters 

such as the variation of resistance with temperature. A further control technique which 

has been considerably researched over recent years, to compensate for temperature 

variation of parameters in the induction motor, is known as adaptive control [1.3.17- 

1.3.29].



2. Theory

2.1. Introduction

The recent developments in microelectronics technology have made components avail 

able with very large memories and very fast computing times. The corresponding fall 

in the price of these machines has meant, that most engineers can now enjoy the privilege 

of having a powerful computer at home. The concept of computer integrated manufac 

turing, CIM, is now becoming established in many industries and thus will allow 

engineers to participate in the industrial activities from their home as well as from their 

place of work. Part of the CIM development is of course the simulation of a design or 

of a process. Although the mathematical theories used for system simulation have in 

the main been known for many years, the inclusion in software packages for simulation 

studies have yet to be fully exploited.

2.2. The Induction Motor

2.2.1 Introduction to Induction Motor

Electrical machines are available in the form of DC machines, synchronous and 

asynchronous induction machines. However, of all electrical machines the cage rotor 

induction machine has one feature that distinguishes it from all other types. The 

secondary currents in induction machines are created only by induction, hence its name. 

Thus there is no need for an external source for excitation and subsequently for 

commutators or slip rings to transfer this source to the rotor [2.2.1.1].

The DC machine provides the best characteristics, it allows an independent control of 

speed and torque. The commutators needed to transfer the excitation energy to the rotor, 

however, bring with them the need for maintenance.

8



Also, although the synchronous machine is particularly useful for constant speed 

applications it does suffer from the requirement of start-up facilities. The construction 

of the stator is similar to that of the cage rotor induction machine, but the rotor design 

is different and requires slip rings to transfer the excitation energy. This machine also 

has the disadvantage of the need for maintenance and for start-up technology. However, 

the synchronous machine has a safe place in the field of energy generation, where 

constant speed is required over a wide power range.

Induction machines are available as single phase or polyphase machines. The single 

phase induction machine really is a two phase machine, having a main winding and an 

auxiliary winding for the generation of the starting torque. Its field of use is the area of 

low power applications, where it is not cost effective to install three phase supply 

systems, as in the domestic premises, because it only requires a single phase supply. 

Since there are converters available now that allow single phase input and three phase 

output this type of machine will increasingly be replaced by polyphase induction 

machines. So far the replacement is slow due to the size and cost of the converter 

required. But with the increasing integration of electronic components for converter 

drives the replacement will increase and the use of single phase induction machines will 

be reduced to specialised areas, where inverter drives are to expensive.

There are two standard types of polyphase induction machine available. The wound 

rotor induction machine has a rotor winding similar to the stator winding. The windings 

are normally in star connection and the free ends of this connection are brought to the 

outside by using slip-rings. The connection via the slipring is used to inject and extract 

power from the rotor mainly during the start up period to increase the torque in this area. 

After start up the sliprings are normally short circuited and it operates like a cage rotor 

induction motor. This type of machine needs maintenance for its slip rings, but they are 

not used as much as those in the synchronous machine, because they are not continu 

ously needed. Like the synchronous machine the wound rotor induction machine 

requires some start up technology.



The difference between the cage rotor or squirral-cage rotor induction machine and the 

wound rotor induction machine is the rotor. The rotor used for this machine simply 

consists of conducting bars shorted together by endrings. As far as the manufacturing 

side is concerned this is the simplest type of rotor to produce. Hence this machine is 

cheaper to produce than any other machine and the simple design without sliprings or 

commutators leaves it virtually maintenance free. The only parts to maintain are the 

bearings.

A special form of cage rotor induction machine is the reluctance machine. Its cage rotor 

has salient poles generated by cutting out the material in distinct areas or by using areas 

with materials of different magnetic characteristic. This machine combines the start up 

ability of the induction machine with the constant speed behaviour of the synchronous 

machine. Constant speed applications, e.g. textile industry, are the ideal working field 

for this motor and considerable research is taking place in this field.

The preferred motor for variable speed drive systems is the cage rotor induction motor 

because it is maintenance free, is available off-the-shelf and has a low price compared 

with other motors. However, one of the problems of such machines is that they require 

sufficient power electronic converter systems to vary their speed and control their 

torque.

2.2.2 Theory of Induction Motor

Fig. 2; Cross-section of an induction machine

10



A cross-section of an induction machine is shown in figure 2. It can be seen that the 

stator contains several coils, which form the three phase AC distributed winding. 

Similarly it may also be seen that the rotor winding mainly consists of copper or 

aluminium bars shorted together at their ends by means on endrings.

To find a mathematical model describing the machine, one starts with the basic 

mathematical description of a coil. This description is given by the following equation:

d(L*J) v . ' 
at eqn. 2.2.1

Fig. 3: 6 coil model of the induction machine

Analytically the machine can be described as two sets of interacting circuits as shown 

in figure 3. For these interacting coils equation 2.2.1 can be written as:

— 
at eqn. 2.2.2

where o)r G represents the coupling inductance produced by the rotation of the rotor.

The six coil induction machine in figure 3 has an equivalent circuit per phase as 

illustrated in the following figure.

11



Xi Ri R2 X2

RL

Fig. 4;Single phase equivalent circuit

By transforming all of the rotor quantities to the primary one can illustrate an induction 

motor in terms of its equivalent circuit of one phase as shown in figure 5.

Fig. 5; Stator based single phase equiv. circuit

In the single phase equivalent circuit shown in figure 5, LI is the stator leakage 

inductance, RI the stator resistance, Lm the magnetizing inductance, Rm the magnetiz 

ing resistance, L'2 the rotor leakage inductance and R'2/s is the rotor equivalent 

resistance including the load resistance. The magnetizing resistance Rm can be used to 

represent the mechanical and iron losses associated with the machine. The resistance 

Rm, however, due to its high value is often neglected so far as simulation studies are 

concerned. However, where large iron losses can be anticipated such as in the case of 

supplying the motor with voltage waveforms high in harmonic distortion the resistance 

becomes significant and must be taken into account when the simulation studies of heat

12



losses and temperature rise are required. By ignoring the resistance Rm the equivalent 

circuit shown in figure 5 is simplified to the equivalent circuit shown in figure 6.

Fig. 6; Equivalent circuit used for Simulation

The winding resistances RI and R'2 are often neglected when their value is small 

compared with the leakage reactances coLi and coL'2, which is often agreed to be the 

case when the machine is operated at high frequencies.

As far as the investigation into the influence of harmonics is concerned the equivalent 

circuit can even be simplified more by employing the following assumptions.

From the manufacturers data, shown in the appendix, it can be seen that the values of 

the winding resistances are about the same size as the values of their corresponding 

leakage inductances for the rated frequency. This means that for higher harmonics the 

value of the resistance becomes smaller than the value of the reactance and from the 

tenth harmonic onwards it is dimensionally smaller and thus it can be justified to neglect 

the value of the resistors. Similarly the value of the magnetizing reactance wLm becomes 

very large and can be neglected.

By neglecting the above terms the equivalent circuit shown in figure 6 can be modified 

to that shown in figure 7.

13
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Fig. 7; Equivalent circuit for higher harmonics

In order to carry out a steady state and transient analysis of the behaviour of induction 

machines under various conditions of operation the unified machine theory developed 

by Kron [2.2.1.1, 2.2.2.1-2.2.2.5] may be usefully applied.

The work of Kron demonstrated that any machine system can be shown to be equivalent 

to an electrical network as illustrated in figure 4. For a three phase induction motor the 

equations defining the stator and rotor voltages in terms of the stator and rotor currents 

and the generalized machine parameters are as follows:

Vas

Vbs

Vcs

Var

Vbr

Vcr

=

Rl+pLi 0 0 pLmGa pLmGb pLmGc

0 Rl+pLi 0 pLmGc pLmGa pLmGb

0 0 Rl+pLi pLmGb pLmGc pLmGa

pLmGa pLmGc pLmGb R2+pL2 0 0

pLmGb pLmGa pLmGc 0 R2+pL2 0

pLmGc pLmGb pLmGa 0 0 R2+pL2

*

ias

ibs

ics

iar

ibr

icr

eqn. 2.2.3

where Gfl, Gb and Gc are cos(0r), cos(0r+2jt/3) and cos(0r-2jr/3) respectively.

14



The 6x6 matrix defining the voltage equation, however, is inconvenient in the present 

state.

There are techniques available for transforming the 3 phase system to a 2 phase system, 

which reduces the matrix to a 4x4 one as shown in equation 2.2.7. This reduces the 

number of variables and the amount of computer memory required for simulation of the 

induction motor. The transformation techniques used allow analysis of the motor in 

different frames of reference. For example a d-q frame rotating synchronously with the 

supply frequency may be used. This frame of representation transforms ac values into 

dc values as explained in the following [2.2.2.6-2.2.2.13].

Vbs

Vcr

'CS

we

Fig. 8; Stator and rotor vector diagrams

Applying this transformation to the interacting coils in both sets and putting them into 

matrix form leads to the matrix described in equation 2.2.3 earlier. The whole mathe 

matical treatment is based on the generalized machine theory. Figure 8 shows the two 

three phase systems, the stator, index s, and the rotor, index r, respectively. The three 

phase system consists of the three phases a-b-c, each in 120° phase shift. The stator field 

is rotating with the electrical speed coe and the rotor field is rotating with the mechanical 

speed (Or- The angle between both system, (p, is generated by the difference between 

electrical and mechanical speed.

15



The three phase a-b-c system can be transformed to a two phase <x-|3 system. The 

relationship of both systems is show in figure 9. This transformation from 3 to 2 phases 

is performed for both, stator and rotor separately.

Fig. 9; The three and two phase systems

The mathematical description of this transformation is given in the following equation:

cos 6 sin 9 1 
cos (0+ 120°) sin (0+ 120°) 1 
cos (0- 120°) sin (0- 120°) 1 Vo

eqn. 2.2.4

Where v0 is a zero sequence voltage system introduced to simplify the mathematical 

treatment of the matrix equation.

The results of the transformation of these two a-b-c systems are two a-|3 systems for 

rotor and stator. Figure 9 shows a displacement between the two and the three phase 

system, called 0, caused by the choice of the reference frame. The mathematical formula 

in equation 2.2.4 can be simplified by choosing a reference frame, where the a-axis is 

in phase with the a-axis, thus 0 becomes equal to zero. The then resulting system can 

be seen in the following figure:

16



Fig. 10: The three and two phase systems in phase

The equation 2.2.4 then becomes:

'vfl '

Vb

VC

=

1 0 1

vT~ 2 + ~2~ 1

1 V3
2 2

*

va"

vp
V0

eqn. 2.2.5

To transform the rotor and stator a-|3 frame systems into a system with a single d-q 

frame of reference requires a common reference to be chosen. The reference frame can 

either be fixed to the rotor or the stator or be synchronously rotating, or indeed, be a 

frame rotating with any other velocity. There are several options in use. However for 

the motor a stator fixed d-q frame was chosen. This produces a 1 to 1 transformation 

for the stator, where say a-ji becomes d-q. Only the a-p1 frame of the rotor has to be 

transformed to the stator d-q frame. This transformation is shown in figure 11. The 

mathematical description for the Transformation is given in equation 2.2.6.

17



Fig. 11: Transformation to a single d-q frame

vd COS (Ort sin

- sin <art cos <ort
va 
vp eqn. 2.2.6

By transforming the matrix equation given in equation 2.2.3 to the two axis frame of 

reference the matrix equation given in equation 2.2.7 is obtained. This 4x4 Matrix can 

easily be dealt with in computer simulation since it keeps the demand for memory in 

an acceptable range.

Vqs 
Vdr

Rl+pLi 0 pLm
0 Ri+pLi 0 

pLm (OrLm 
pLm

0 
pLm

Ids 
iqs 
idr 
iqr

eqn. 2.2.7

The transformation equations shown here for the voltage are valid for the current in the 

same way.

The literature available on the unified theory of analysis of machines presents consid 

erable confusion because the American literature tends to displace the direct and 

quadrature axis with respect to that used in much of the British literature. It would 

therefore be helpful if an international standard existed for the frames of reference.

The voltage equation 2.2.7 can be transformed to the following form:

18



dt eqn. 2.2.8

where R =

'Rl 0 0 0 
0 Ri 0 0 
0 0 R2 0 
0 0 0 R2

0 0 00
0000
0 Lm 0 L2

-Lm 0 -L2 0

 *-
Li 0 Lml 0 
0 Li 0 Lm 

Lm 0 L2 0 
0 Lm 0 L2

Equation 2.2.8 can then be transformed to the standard state space representation:

= A x +B u eqn.2.2.9.

From

di. 
dt

••A * i + B * v eqn.2.2.10

this transformation gives

A = -(/? + corG) * L 

and

-1
eqn. 2.2.11

B = L-1
eqn.2.2.12.

The system described by equation 2.2.10 describes a real system that is of the continuous 

form. In the simulation it is necessary to work with a discrete system. The continuous 

system described has to be transformed into a discrete one and the process of discreti 

zation is shown in figure 12. A software package called MATLAB which has recently 

become available incorporates a function called C2D which carries out the translation 

from the continuous to the discrete.The syntax used for this translation is given by:

(<XM>c2d(A,B,dt) eqn.2.2.13

where A and B are the same as described before and dt is the time increment. This 

function provides a solution to the continuous system.

19



continuous PWM wave

immmn sampling points

•—•—•

ii I I discretized PWM wave

-•—•————•—•

Fig. 12; Discretizing a PWM wave

With $ and F the solution is given by the following set of equations:

+r*w(0)

x(p+i) = o * x(p) + r * u(p)

x(n+l) = O * x(n) + F * «(«)

eqn. 2.2.14

This set of equations provides a means of producing a solution to equations 2.2.3 and 
2.2.8. However the initial condition still has to be determined. The way of obtaining the 

initial condition depends on the aim of the simulation. For the simulation of a start up 

the initial condition is specified as 0. Alternatively the initial condition for a motor 

operating in the steady state condition can be calculated by employing the inherent 

symmetry of the voltage waveform. For a balanced three phase system and a voltage 

waveform with half wave symmetry the initial condition can be determined by equation 

2.2.15. For a voltage waveform with no symmetry equation 2.2.16 has to be used 

[2.2.2.14, 2.2.2.15].

20



If 0 0

-T2 ° °

° ° 2 T

eqn. 2.2.15

-- o o 

f-fo o««-l-f
o of-i

*x(t) eqn. 2.2.16

For a voltage wave with half wave symmetry p is the point number representing the

Ttime t+—. Equation 2.2.14 can then be written as: 6

<P*JC(O) +r*«(o)

x(i+l) = <& * x(i) + r * u(i)

x(p) = $ * x(p-i) + r * «(p-
and eqn. 2.2.17

-T2 ° °
x(p}= o 1 ^

2 2
o o-fl

This system can now be solved and the initial condition is given by the following 

equation:
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" i 3? 0 0
,-1

1 /=- - v * ^1 ""Jf *m,t-i; eqn. 2.2.180 ° 2 i
0 0-f I2 2

Once this initial condition is found the complete solution can be calculated.

The electromagnetic torque Te is given by:

Te -n*i*G*f eqn. 2.2.19

where n is the number of polepairs, i is the current vector, f the transpose of i and 
G as used previously.

The mechanical speed <ar can be calculated from

<Or-fj(Te-TL)dt eqn. 2.2.20

where n, Te are as previously defined, TL is the load torque and / is the inertia.

23 Theory of PWM

With the introduction of power semiconductor devices the possibility for the generation 

of variable voltage variable frequency voltage waveforms arose. The initial enthusiasm 

generated by this feature was soon dampened by the effects of the harmonics of the 

fundamental component inherent in the square wave waveform used. Considerable 

research effort has been spent to find an optimised generation process. This research 

has shown that a generation process called PWM with a triangular carrier wave is the 

preferable solution to this problem.
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To generate a PWM wave, a modulating wave has to be chosen. The frequency of this 

wave is the fundamental frequency of the resulting PWM wave and the amplitude of 

this wave, determines the amplitude of the fundamental component of the resulting 

PWM wave. A triangular carrier wave is chosen. The number of carrier wave cycles 

per modulating wave is called the frequency ratio (R). The period of a carrier cycle is 

called Tc, the amplitude of carrier wave is kept to unity whereas the amplitude of the 

modulating wave is M times unity. The intersection between the carrier and modulating 

wave defines the switching point or time for the PWM wave. This generation process 

is shown in figure 13

However, it was found that the harmonic content of this waveform was still not 

satisfactory. Consequently other methods were investigated. A process where a sampled 

modulating wave was used was investigated and found to produce an improved PWM 

wave as far as harmonic content is concerned. To distinguish both methods the earlier 

one was called natural sampled PWM, while the later one was called regular sampled 

PWM. There are several types of triangular carrier wave possible. A positive slope, a 

negative slope or a double slope waveform could be chosen. The processes of generating 

PWM waves with positive slope and negative are shown in figures 14 and 15 respec 

tively. However, a double slope triangular wave as carrier wave has been shown to be 

the better solution. A double slope carrier waveform opens a new possibility for the 

sampling process of the modulating wave. The sampling could be performed per carrier 

cycle, thus called regular sampled symmetric PWM, or per carrier half cycle, then called 

regular sampled asymmetric PWM. The harmonic spectrum contained in the asymme 

tric type of PWM has been found to be superior to that of the symmetric type [1.2.4], 

however, the latter remains in use [2.2.2.11]. The process of generating regular sampled 

symmetric PWM is shown in figure 17. Figure 18 shows the same for regular sampled 

asymmetric PWM.

The switching points for a PWM wave in an inverter can be obtained by generating the 

desired modulating wave (sampled) and the carrier wave and simply comparing these 

waves by means of hardware. The introduction of microprocessor technology, however, 

allowed the real time calculation of these sampling points. This could be done by simply
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calculating the different waves and just comparing the amplitudes to obtain the switch 

ing points. It has been shown, that the switching time for a phase can be found by the 

following equations [2.3.1], where Tan is the switching time for the nth carrier half cycle 

of phase a and Tbn and Tcn are the same for phase b and c respectively.

T I —I *le*n= \ o * '
(M\ nn * y *(sm—

(f) 

f

eqn. 2.3.1 

eqn. 2.3.2 

eqn. 2.3.3

The generation of PWM waveforms by means of power electronic converters requires 

considerable explanation so far as the different voltages existing in the converter. The 

PWM waveforms shown in the figures 13, 14, 15, 17 and 18 are the switching signals 

used to switch the semiconductor devices in the power converter and are mainly two 

level voltages signals.

vco
B

VAO VBO

0

VBC

Fig. 16; The voltages in a PWM inverter drive

The voltages shown in the drive circuit of figure 16, however, are of the three level and 

five level types. For example the voltages Vco, VAO and VBO which are the voltages of 

the output lines with respect to an artificial DC supply neutral are two level. The voltages
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between the lines C, A and B, however, defined by VCA.VAB and VBC are three level 

voltages, because:

VGA - VCQ - VAO 

VAB -

VBC = VBO - Vco

The voltages between the lines C, A and B and the neutral of the load machine are five 

level and can be determined by the application of Miller's theorem. The simulation 

results of these voltage waveforms is discussed in chapter 3, where the various voltage 

levels are illustrated.

2.4. The Fourier Transform

The importance of harmonic analysis of complex waves has been described earlier. The 

most common way to handle such waves is by applying Fourier transform techniques.

The basic theory of Fourier analysis was proposed by J. B. J. Fourier in the early 1800's. 

It opened the possibility of analyzing a wave in the frequency domain [2.4.1-2.4.3]. 

Such analysis is of great importance to inverter drives, since they deal with non 

sinusoidal waveforms. These waveforms contain harmonics of the fundamental repeti 

tion waveform. Many of the harmonics which exist in the spectra of these waveforms 

can have determinant effects on the performance of the induction motor

In the 1960's J. W. Cooly and J. W. Tukey presented an algorithm called the fast fourier 

transform (FFT). This algorithm allowed Fourier analysis to be performed at a fast speed 

which greatly assists the calculation of the Fourier or harmonic components. Therefore 

the FFT technique was applied to numerous instruments for the measurement and
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analysis of waveforms. There is now a wide variety of instruments and tools available 

which allow a rapid analysis of a waveform. The idea of Fourier analysis is that a 

periodic wave can be described as a series of sine and cosine terms such as:

— + (ai*cos(xi)+bi*sin(xi)) + (a2*cos(x2)+b2 *sin(x2))+... eqn. 2.4.1

For a waveform of period T the series can be written as:

x(t) = a0 + (an*cos(n*w0*i) + bn*sin(n*u)o*t)) eqn. 2.4.2 
n=l

where (00 = — • ao is the DC-term and is given by:

1 ra0 = = * f x(t) dt eqn. 2.4.3 
I JQ

whilst an and bn are given by:

an = _ * f *( 
T JQ

bn = — * f jc(0*«'n(/i*o>o*0 rfr eqn. 2.4.5 
T J

By substituting the terms for cos//zo>0A and sin/nco0A in equation 2.4.2 with the terms

*< -j*n*<o0*t J*n*<o0*t _ -;'*n*co0*r
and ——————————— respectively, it can therefore be written 

2 2*/

as:

eqn. 2.4.6

where Cn is given by
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1- j * J T jc(0*e^*a)°*' df eqn. 2.4.7cn T

Therefore equation 2.4.7 can be used to determine the magnitude and phase of the 

harmonic components in the waveform described. Taking the expression in equation 

2.4.6 to the limit, it can be transformed to the frequency domain and becomes:

x(f) - XW*^0*' df eqn . 2.4.8
•'-00

The expression described by equation 2.4.8 is known as the inverse Fourier transform. 

By transforming this equation to the frequency domain it becomes:

X(f) = f x(t)*e-'*'ao*t dt eqn. 2.4.9
•'-00

which is known as the direct Fourier transform. As mentioned earlier there are algo 

rithms available, that allow a quicker transformation with reasonable accuracy, but 

which also have certain limits.

2.5. Theory of Vector Control

The PWM voltage waveforms discussed in earlier sections provide an excellent means 

of generating a variable voltage variable frequency supply for the speed control of 

induction motors operating in the steady state condition. However, so far as the dynamic 

behaviour of an electrical drive is concerned considerable thought must be given to the 

speed control system. One method of speed control which considerably improves 

dynamic response is known as vector field control and will be discussed further in the 

proceeding paragraphs of this chapter. Vector field control has proven to be a good 

solution to the problem and is nowadays widely used in inverter systems.
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Vector field control, also called field oriented control, was developed by Leonhard and 

Blaschke at the Instituteof Control of the University of Brunswick [1.3.1]. The approach 

adopted by Leonhard and Blaschke basically consisted of representing the induction 

motor in terms of its transfer functions. They then looked at means whereby the 

induction machine could be controlled such that its behaviour would be equivalent to 

that of a DC machine, where it is well known that, because the DC machine has two 

separate input quantities for the control of speed and torque, it provides a better overall 

dynamic response then the induction machine. This analysis commenced with the 

production of a vector diagram for an idealised machine with compensation coils and 

is illustrated in figure 19.

Fig. 19; Vector diagram of a DC-machine

In this figure is is the total DC motor stator current, whereas ii the component of that 

current, that flows in the stator coil and sets up the flux W. The component of the current 

\2 is the component of is which is assumed to flow in the compensation coil. The current 

is, however, is that current which is assumed to flow in the armature winding. The torque 

generated by this idealized machine is then considered to be proportional to the 

difference between the currents of is and iz. The speed of the idealized motor, however, 

is dependent upon and partly proportional to the component of current ii which sets up 

the flux. Leonhard and Blaschke then set about identifying a similar structure in an 

induction motor which could be used for speed and torque control processes. This 

resulted in the vector field control models of an induction motor which are available 

today.
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The analysis used in vector field control strategies of induction machines is described 

further in the following paragraphs of this chapter.

With the usual assumptions such as symmetrical stator and rotor construction, neglect 

ing slot effects and disregarding iron losses and eddy currents, the complex current 

vectors for stator and rotor were found to be given by:

is(t) = ISl(t) + !S2(t) * e j2"/3 + js3(t) e j4n/3 eqn. 2.5.1 

ijt(t) = iju(t) + iR2(t) * e j2n/3 + iR3(t) e j4nl3 eqn. 2.5.2

Blaschke then introduced a flux reference defined as:

lmR(t) = is(t) + (1+OR) * iR(t) e j* = \ynR\ e jp eqn. 2.5.3

Thus a vector diagram analogous to that of the DC-machine is generated, with the same 

orthogonal torque and speed components, as shown in figure 20.

^\ rotor axis 
isq(t)X

/ \cor

isd(t)

_ _ _ stator axis 
Fig. 20; Vector diagram for AC-machine

However, this approach with Hall sensors or search coils in the induction machine has 

some disadvantages. The fitting of these devices increases the cost for the drive system 

dramatically and they are not immune to noise caused by slot ripple and the influence 

of temperature variation. Measures to compensate for these effects cause other difficul 

ties. The measurement of the flux itself at two orthogonal points in the system does not 

necessary lead to an accurate representation of the decoupled flux components.
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Therefore means were investigated which avoid the use of flux sensing devices. To 

distinguish between both kinds of vector control, the method using flux sensors is called 

direct vector control, while the other is called indirect vector control.

A simplified block diagram of direct vector control is shown in figure 21 and a simplified 

block diagram of indirect vector control is shown in figure 22

demanded 
torque

demanded 
speed

demanded 
torque

demanded 
speed

controller
and 

inverter

Fig. 21; Block diagram of direct vector control

controller
and 

inverter

Fig. 22; Block diagram of indirect vector control

2.5.1. Indirect Vector control

To achieve a vector control strategy without sensors it was decided to look at the 

machine in terms of its representation as a control diagram for the motor in a - (3 frame 

as shown in figure 23. The reason for this aproach was to develop a model for the system
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without sensors by compensating for the terms in the motor model in figure 23. This 

produces a model with two inputs, the supplied voltages Via and V^p, and one output, 

the mechanical torque T. Looking at figure 23 from the control system point of view 

this can be achieved by standard compensation techniques. This entails introducing 

standard compensation terms for the control model. However, because of the complex 

intercoupling of the transfer function terms in the motor model of figure 23 considerable 

effort has been devoted to this problem. This considerable research effort dedicated to 

this strategy has resulted in the availability of a decoupled vector control strategy [1.3.9, 

2.5.1 ]. In this strategy, the assumption is made that the secondary flux is controlled 

only in the a axis, whilst the secondary current is only controlled in the |3 axis. This 

means that the secondary current in the a axis i'2a is 0 and the secondary flux in the (3 

axis Xzp is 0, which is achieved by a control method called slip frequency control where 

the slip frequency

Mr-2. co5 = (or +

and the primary current in the a axis

ha = constant.

Under these conditions it has been shown [2.5.1] that the primary current in the a axis 

is given by

whereas the primary current in the p axis is given by

12 T r Iref,
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where the index re/shows that these are control reference values not real motor values. 

Following the control rules shown earlier iiaref is constant. The slip frequency can then 

be obtained by

Mn

whilst the primary voltages for a and (3 axis can be obtained by

and

respectively. Thus the resulting voltage vector control used in the simulations is shown 

in figure 24.
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3. Simulation

3.1. Software packages

Prior to making simulation studies several questions had to be answered. One was which 

type of computer to use? The next question was what is a suitable software package? 

There were two options available at that time. One was the main frame computer and 

the other was the PC.

On the main frame computer a software package called CTRL-C was available. This 

package is a matrix orientated software for mathematical calculations. The main frame 

is of course the more powerful and one would think should provide the quicker solution. 

But during term time the main frame was so heavily used, that it turned out to be 

unacceptablely slow. Thus this solution was soon dropped and the sight turned to the 

PC. The PC offers more flexibility, subject to the availability of the software of course, 

for the user, because one can work at home on the machine outside office hours.

The question now was whether to buy software from outside or to go for the software 

packages available in the Department. One of the problems with selecting a software 

package is the determination of the suitability of the package for solving the problem 

in hand. The suitability of a package can only really be established by gaining experience 

with the use of the package. It was therefore decided to look at two packages available 

within the department, one known as SYMBOL2 and the other known as MATLAB, 

to determine their suitability for the simulation of a PWM vector control induction motor 

drive. The result of this investigation suggested that SYMBOL2 was not really suitable, 

whereas MATLAB turned out to be particularly useful because of its matrix manipula 

tion properties. MATLAB was therefore used in the remainder of this investigation.
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3.2. MATLAR

MATLAB stands for MATrix LABoratory and is, as the name indicates, a software 

package specially designed for matrix computations. During the period of study, three 

different versions of MATLAB were in use. For the quality of this package it has to be 

said, that with every higher version it was not necessary to learn the basics again - unlike 

other software such as OCCAM. It started with the simple PC-MATLAB, designed for 

PC-XT, which was, due to the capacity of this computer type, very limited in its power. 

For instance the maximum length of a vector was 4144 elements. Shortly after an 

updated version of PC-MATLAB became available. MATLAB was supplied as PC- 

MATLAB to keep up "Compatibility", but it also contained a version called AT-MAT- 

LAB, that was no longer able to run on 86/88 computers. It runs only on 286 and higher 

computers exploiting their advanced features. With AT-MATLAB the length of a vector 

was limited to 8288 elements. Finally a version called 386-MATLAB became available, 

that broke with "Compatibility" and runs only on 386 and 486 computers. Its vector 

length is only limited by the available memory. MATLAB is also available for other 

types of computers such as main frames and Mac's.

Supply

3 to 2 Transformation

Motor

Torque and Speed

Fig. 25; The motor model built up by modules
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MATLAB offers a lot of features, that make it a very comprehensive package. It 

incorporates graphic features that allow display of the data, printing features for most 

of the printers available and communication capability to other software such as 

FORTRAN, C, PASCAL and SYMBOL2.

The program is structured into suitable blocks that are saved as MATLAB *.M files as 

shown in figure 25. The main advantage of the MATLAB structure is that any parameter 

can be changed in a module or M-file without having to changed the other modules or 

M-files. This provides the facility for indepth investigations into any part of the system, 

for example current, torque or speed, by running that particular module or M-file only.

3.3. Simulation of Motor Characteristic

The torque speed characteristic of the motor used in the experimental electrical drive 

setup was simulated by means of MATLAB for operation from a three phase 240 V, 50 

Hz supply. This simulation, the result of which is illustrated in figure 26, also made use 

of the Park vector representation in the MATLAB package. The exact parameters and 

data of the machine under investigation can be found in Appendix A.

.G
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Fig. 26; Simulated motor characteristic
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In order to cross-check the simulation result illustrated in figure 26 the motor torque 

speed characteristic was also simulated by making use of the equivalent circuit in figure 

6 and treating the circuit as a voltage divider. The result of this simulation agreed closely 

with that illustrated in figure 26.

Further simulations of the motor torque speed characteristic were made when the 

frequency of the supply to the motor was held constant at 50 Hz and the amplitude of 

the supplied stator voltage varied from 10 V to 240 V in 10 V steps. The result of this 

simulation is illustrated in figure 27. It is interesting to note from figure 27 that the 

reduction of the magnitude of the stator voltage whilst frequency is held constant brings 

about a reduction in the pull-out torque, which is of course to be expected.

Similar simulation studies of the motor torque speed characteristics were made when 

the applied stator voltage was held constant at 240 V whilst the frequency of the main 

supply was varied from 2 Hz to 50 Hz in 2 Hz steps. The results of this investigation 

are illustrated in figure 28. It can be seen from this figure that the synchronous speed 

of the motor decreases in proportion to the decrease in frequency whilst the pull-out 

torque increases because of the increased volt-frequency ratio.

However, it should be noted that for the simulations described above a simplified motor 

model is used, that neglects effects such as iron losses and saturation. The neglection 

of these effects is of course justifiable at rated voltage and frequency, but of course are 

not acceptable for low values of frequencies and voltages. An experimental verification 

of the simulated results illustrated in figures 27 and 28 would have proved interesting 

but unfortunately could not be made with the torque transducer facilities and the power 

supply systems available. The experimental verification of all illustrated results, how 

ever, will be discussed in chapter 6.
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3.4. Simulation of direct on-line start-up of the Motor

In this section the dynamic behaviour of the motor was under investigation. The direct 

on-line start-up (DOL) of the induction machine was simulated, when supplied by a 

240V 50Hz three phase system. Since the manufacturer did not supply any information 

about the value of the motor inertia, it was necessary to investigate the machine 

behaviour at different inertia values.

On each of the following pages a set of three figures is shown. The top figure illustrates 

the simulation result of the torque speed characteristic, the middle one the speed 

characteristic and the bottom one the torque characteristic. The first four sets show the 

results when the inertia is increased for a load of the type TL~ n, where the proportional 

factor has a very little value and thus a very small torque is applied in steady state 

condition. In the then following sets the load is of the type TI= constant. These sets are 

grouped to sets of four where the inertia value is the same, but the applied load has the 

value of 0, 4, 8 and 10 Nm respectively. The values of the inertia are the same as used 

in the first 4 sets and can be obtained from the figures.

All these figures show, that the DOL can be divided into two phases. In the first phase 

the machine follows one mathematical function and passes across to a sliding function 

at a certain point, furthermore referred to as synchronisation point, into another 

mathematical function. The existence of these two functions can be explained by the 

fact, that the initial condition for the motor is defined as zero. From the machine 

characteristic for this voltage as presented earlier it can be anticipated, that this situation 

zero speed at zero torque is alien for the machine. This means, that the machine first 

tries to overcome this situation to reach a familiar point in the area of the characteristic. 

At this point the machine now synchronises its behaviour to the machine characteristic 

and is therefore referred to as the synchronisation point. From here on the behaviour is 

the same as for a speed change along the characteristic, but not necessarily on it, 

depending on the value of the inertia. However, it can be seen that for higher values of 

the inertia, the start-up characteristic in the first phase approaches the motor charac 

teristic as far as the average value is concerned and then runs quite accurately along it
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during the second phase, where a little overswing is visiable around the working point. 

This swinging vanishes for very high values of inertia. Looking at the functions involved 

in both phases, the characteristic can be divided into two parts. The first part is the 

picking up of speed, the second one is the decreasing of the overshot speed and so on. 

The period and amplitudes of these functions are very much dependent on the inertia 

value. In the first part the inertia reacts as a resistance to the development of speed, 

while in the second part it acts as resistance to the decrease in speed. With the switching 

on of the supply voltage the machine generates current and the flux thus induced 

generates speed. However, not all of the current goes into speed, a part is consumed in 

magnetization, generating heat and torque. Since heat and magnetization are neglected 

in this simulation, all of the current generates torque. This might not be the case for a 

real machine and thus can only be judged by comparison with experimental results.

As stated earlier the duration of the first function for the build up of speed is dependant 

on the inertia value, and from the simulation results it can be seen that for small values 

the period is small. This appears to be logical because a small value means a small 

resistance and thus a fast reaction time. The amplitude, however, appears to be not only 

dependent on the inertia value, but also on the interaction with the torque developed in 

the motor. Obviously the value of speed reached in the first upswing is higher than 

desired and thus the machine starts to brake. The inertia does now resist the decrease in 

speed and thus the period of this braking is the longer, the bigger the value of the inertia.

For the further deliberation, the inertia values looked at will be split in three groups. 

Representative figures are shown here, more are available from the appendix. These 

groups show three different behaviour patterns. The first group are inertia values (J) 

smaller than 0.002 kgm , the second, which is rather a value then a group, is J = 0.002 

kgm and the third are values bigger then 0.002 kgm .

In the first group (figures 29-31, 41-52) the inertia is so small, that it reaches the area 

of the synchronisation point very quickly. This synchronisation point, however, appears 

to be the working point, because in the second phase the underlying function is a straight 

line. It can be seen that the number of cycles performed until synchronisation is the
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greater the smaller the value of inertia. This can be explained by the fact that a small 

value of inertia provides less resistance to the startup oscillation and thus allows a more 

free oscillation. However, the working point is reached with synchronisation and from 

then on the inertia is dominant in decreasing the oscillation to a stable condition. A low 

value of inertia now allows a fast decrease of speed, while a higher value resists the 

decrease and thus prolongs the time needed for ending the oscillation. This leads straight 

away to the second group (figures 32-34, 53-64). Here, a situation is found where from 

synchronisation onwards the decreasing function equals the increasing function and 

thus the working point is never reached, but the average of this oscillation function is 

the operating point. This appears to be a resonance point of the system.

For the third group (figures 35-40, 65-88), this synchronisation point is away from the 

working point. It can be anticipated that the underlying function for the startup more 

closely approaches the machine characteristic the higher the value of the inertia. 

However, with the increase of the value of the inertia the time until the operation point 

is reached increases dramatically. The operation along the motor characteristic starts to 

oscillate again around the working point. The amplitude of this oscillation decreases 

with the increase of the inertia value to a point where it vanishes. The addition of load 

can be seen to force the machine to a negative value for the initial speed.

From all this, it can be concluded that an inertia value below 0.002 kgm is desirable 

as far as the startup time is concerned. However, every load attached to a machine has 

an inertia value of its own and this adds to the motor inertia. And this could mean that 

a drive could arise, that would work at the resonance point. This would be a very 

undesirable situation for any application, but fortunately every machine has its inertia 

value built in by the physical parameters of the machine. An other desire is that the 

machine reaches its characteristic and runs along it stablely to the working point. This 

means the real behaviour has to be a compromise between both demands, a very fast 

oscillation in the first phase and then running along the characteristic with moderate 

oscillation around the working point. The oscillation around the working point is not 

unfamiliar to the author from investigation into the startup behaviour of inverter 

induction motor drives undertaken at the Fachhochschule Hannover. The inertia value
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2taken as the presumed real value is 0.02 kgm . This is confirmed by data sheets for 

off-the-shelf motors of the same building size from Siemens and AEG. The unavaila 

bility of a suitable torque transducer made it impossible to confirm the simulation results 

with experimental results.
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3.5. Simulation of PWM

The generation of regular sampled asymmetric PWM using MATLAB is illustrated in 

figure 89. This figure is also an example of the graphic capabilities of MATLAB, it is 

a screen dump plotted on a HP plotter with functions provided by the software. For this 

figure the sinusoidal modulating wave is generated first, then this wave is sampled in 

equidistant intervals corresponding to a half cycle of the carrier wave and this sample 

and hold process produces the sampled modulating wave. The carrier wave is then 

generated and the sampled modulating wave compared with it. The points of intersection 

between the sampled modulating wave and carrier wave are then the switching points 

for the PWM voltage waveform.

The inverter PWM voltage waveforms for all three phases are generated by the same 

process except that a 120° displacement is introduced into the modulating waveforms 

for each phase. The resulting PWM voltage waveforms are of course of the two level 

and correspond to the voltage between an outputline and the artificial neutral of the 

DC-supply as explained in figure 16. The PWM voltage waveforms between any two 

output lines of the converter can be determined from the difference between any two 

line to DC-neutral voltage waveforms, that is to say

= Voo - 
Vbc 
Vca

The result of taking the difference between the two level PWM waveforms is a three 

level PWM voltage waveform. Similarly when the output to the converter is connected 

to a star connected load such as an induction motor then the line to load neutral voltage 

waveform can be determined from Miller's theorem and results in a 5 level PWM 

voltage waveform.

The results of the simulation of the voltages described above are illustrated in figures 

90, 91 and 92 for Regular Sampled Asymmetric PWM with modulation index 1, 

frequency ratio 9 and modulating frequency 50 Hz. It is apparent from figure 90 that
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the PWM waveform is two level whereas from figure 91 it can be seen that the line to 

line voltage is three level whereas the line to load neutral point voltage illustrated in 

figure 92 is a five level PWM waveform. The number of levels in a PWM voltage 

waveform along with the number of pulses in the waveform have a very significant 

bearing on the harmonic content of the waveform. It is therefore particularly important 

that an investigation is made into the harmonic content of the various PWM voltage 

waveforms existing in a three phase three wire star connected system. It is to this aspect 

of the investigation that the following section is devoted.
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Fig. 90: The PWM voltage wave of Phase A, Vao
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Fig. 91; Line to line voltage, Vab
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Fig. 92: Line to starpoint voltage, VaN

3.6. Fourier Analysis

In this step the harmonic analysis of the PWM voltage waveform is performed. The 

voltage waveform under investigation was the line to artificial DC-link two level 

voltage. In the following figures examples for these results of the harmonic content of 

the PWM voltage waveforms are shown. More figures supporting the conclusion drawn 

can be obtained in the appendix.

Figure 93 shows the harmonic spectrum of a regular sampled symmetric PWM voltage 

waveform at frequency ratio R=9. In comparison the harmonic spectrum of a regular 

sampled asymmetric PWM voltage waveform is shown in figure 94. The difference in 

harmonics contents between both waveforms is self evident. The result of this compari 

son shows the superiority of asymmetric PWM over symmetric PWM, lending asym 

metric PWM to be the preferred generation process to be used.
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Fig. 93: FFT of VaO, symmetric PWM with R=9
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Fig. 94; FFT of VaO, asymmetric PWM with R=9
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In figures 95 and 96 the harmonic spectrum of regular sampled asymmetric PWM with 
frequency ratios R=8 and R=10 are shown. Comparing these to figure 94 it can bee seen 
that regular sampled asymmetric PWM with triplen frequency ratios contains less 
harmonic components then the one with non triplen frequency ratios. Figure 97 shows 
the harmonic spectrum of the three level line to line voltage for regular sampled 
asymmetric PWM at frequency ratio R=9. In comparison to figure 94 it can be seen that 
triplen harmonics being present in the line to DC-link neutral point waveform are 
eliminated in the line to line voltage. The shifting of the harmonic spectrum to higher 
frequencies for higher frequency ratios can be seen from figure 98.
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Fie. 98; FFT of VaO, asymmetric PWM with R=33

3.7. Simulation of the motor operating in steady state condition

In this section the simulation results for a motor operating in steady state condition are 

presented. This simulation uses the mathematical solution for the state space equation 

as described in chapter 2. In the first step of simulation the voltage waveforms of a 3 

phase inverter using the Regular Sampled Asymmetric PWM strategy were generated 

for one modulation cycle. The modulation index is 1, the frequency ratio is 9 and the 

modulating frequency is 50 Hz. The three line to line voltages resulting from this 

simulation are illustrated in figure 99.
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Fig. 99; The three line to line voltages

These voltage waveforms were then transformed to the d-q frame of reference. The thus 

resulting voltages waveforms Yds and Vqs are illustrated in figure 100 and 101 

respectively. The simulation then produces the currents in d-q frame of reference and 

these stator currents Ids and Iqs are shown in the same figures as the voltages.

0 O.OO2 O.OO4 O.OO6 O.OO8 O.O1 O.O12 O.O14 O.O16 O.O18 O.O2

Fig. 100; Direct axis stator voltage and current
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Fig. 101: Quadrature axis stator voltage and current

Another way of displaying these currents is in the form of the current trajectory as shown 

in figure 102, where the d values of the current are plotted against the q values. 

Transforming the results from the d-q frame of reference to the a-b-c frame of reference 

produces the stator currents of which the stator current of phase A is shown in figure 

103. Attention is drawn to the similarity of these results shown in figures 102 and 103 

to the results presented in paper 2.2.2.14. However it should be noticed, that in this 

paper regular sampled symmetric PWM was used.
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Fig. 102; The steady state stator current trajectory
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The flux was also obtained from this simulation the importance of which will be shown 

in the next chapter.

3.8. Flux Trajectory

In this section the motor stator flux when represented in d-q frame of reference is 

illustrated. For figures 104-109 the flux direct axis component, Wds, of the flux on the 

x-axis is plotted versus the quadrature axis component, WqS, on the y-axis. Figure 109 

shows the flux trajectory for a sine wave. This trajectory of course is a perfect circle 

which is what is required to make the motor run smoothly. In figure 104 the flux 

trajectory is shown for a square wave. This is a polygon and every thing else but round. 

With this type of supply the motor produces an oscillating torque. In figures 105,106, 

107 and 108 the flux trajectories for regular sampled asymmetric PWM are shown with 

increasing frequency ratios from 6 to 72. For low triplen values the flux trajectory looks 

like a low order polygon, similar to the case of the square wave. By increasing the 

frequency ratio, the flux trajectory becomes more and more circular. It can be seen that 

low even triplen harmonics have a distortion of the hexagon form, producing a form 

that is even more removed from the circle and subsequently disadvantageous.
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The direct and quadrature fluxes corresponding to figures 109, 106 and 107 are 

illustrated versus time in figures 110, 111 and 112 respectively.

3.9. Simulation of Direct on-line start-up with PWM supply

The simulation result of a direct on-line start-up of the motor when supplied by a variable 

voltage variable frequency inverter are illustrated in this section. For reason of com 

parison with the results shown in the section for sinusoidal supply two values of inertia 

were chosen. A regular sampled asymmetric PWM voltage waveform with modulating 

frequency 50 Hz, frequency ratio R=9 and modulating index 1 was used as supply 

voltage. The load is of the type TL ~ n with the same proportional value as used in the 

simulation of direct on-line start-up with sinusoidal supply.

2The simulation results for a motor with inertia J=0.02 kgm are shown in the figures 

113,114 and 115. Comparing these results with the results for sinusoidal waves, shown 

in figures 35, 36 and 37, it can be seen, that the basic shape of the torque stays the same,

but it is greatly distorted by ripple torques, while there is almost no disturbance to be
^ seen in the speed. For inertia J=0.1 kgm the result is shown in figure 116. The

comparison of this result with the one obtained for sinusoidal supply with the same 

inertia as shown in figure 38 confirm the conclusions.
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3.10. Vector Field Control

In this step the vector control model was developed and tested. An indirect decoupled 

vector control model as explained in chapter 2 was used. The inputs for that controller 

were magnetizing current and the demanded speed. In addition the controller needed 

the actual rotating speed of the motor as feedback. This controller was working in a 

synchronously rotating a-|3 frame of reference, meaning it was working with dc values. 

The outputs of the controller were the demanded voltages in this a-p frame and the 

electrical speed. These outputs had to be translated to supply voltage and frequency to 

be supplied to the PWM inverter working in the standard a-b-c frame of reference. The 

PWM inverter then generated the three phase voltages. These phase voltages had to be 

translated to a d-q frame of reference. The d-q voltages then were supplied to the motor 

model. The motor model produced from these values the resulting torque and the 

mechanical speed. The speed was finally fed back to the controller to close the loop.

First the harmonics contained in the PWM voltage waveform were neglected to avoid 

problems caused by these harmonics. This practically meant that the motor was supplied 

by a variable voltage variable frequency sine wave. This allowed testing of the control 

model without getting into problems caused by the harmonics contained in the PWM 

wave. It also avoided errors generated by calculation and translation involved in the 

model. The load used in these simulations is of the form TL ~ n with the same value of 

the proportional factor as used previously.

In the following figures torque, speed and torque speed characteristics are shown for
2different values of the gain at an inertia of J=0.02 kg m . The figures show that the gain 

of the controller has great influence on the performance of the overall system. It can be 

seen that the speed of the startup is greatly improved compared to PWM without control 

at the cost of higher torque during this startup period. The torque characteristic shows 

two peaks whose size are obviously depending on the gain. There is a gain, where the 

maxima of both these peaks are almost equal (gain = 0.09). For gains with a higher value 

than that the first peak will be bigger that the second and the steady state speed will be 

reached slightly faster, while for smaller values the amplitude of the second peak will
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be higher and the speed slightly slower. The choice of the gain will very much depend 

on the demand of the real application.

The vector field control strategy used is based on speed control and this effect can clearly 

be seen when comparing the speed characteristic of this simulations with the ones of 

the direct on line start up presented earlier. There is no more oscillation to be seen in 

the speed. The speed runs on a tangential route to its final value. This is a great 

improvement of the dynamic behaviour of the drive system. Looking at the torque 

characteristic it can be seen, that there are two high peaks and at the end of the second 

peak there is a disturbance of the curve. The first of these peaks is caused by the fact 

that the system starts up from the zero point, as discussed in the section about the direct 

on-line startup. Contrary to this situation, there is now only one peak instead of an 

oscillation. This first peak will not be present when the machine changes speed, other 

than from the startup position. The second peak is the reaction of the machine to the 

speed change command, this is present if a speed change is performed and the 

disturbance of the curve will be more significant in this case.
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3.11. Vector Control with PWM

In this step the full PWM generator was included in the simulation of the vector field 

control model. From the experience with the motor model when supplied by PWM 

voltage waveforms compared to a sinusoidal voltage supply, it is expected that the 

characteristics resulting from this simulation will have a similar shape to the ones 

without harmonics but will be more disturbed. But also there is some effect on the 

dynamic performance of the controller to be expected. The load used here is the same 

as used for the simulation in the previous section.

The simulation with the inclusion of a regular sampled asymmetric PWM generator 

proved to involve a problem and it paid off to have simulated the system neglecting the 

harmonics involved in the PWM wave first. The problem involved in this simulation is 

that the fundamental frequency of the PWM wave continuously changes. Since it is 

worked with a discretized system, this would mean changing the sampling frequency 

all the time or taking a very high number of sampling points. The latter possibility proved 

to be limited by the available resources, while the earlier one proved to involve drastic 

calculation errors, preventing the system from working properly. To overcome this 

problem in another project it was proposed to use a constant carrier frequency and this 

again allowed a constant sampling frequency to be used [4.3.1]. However, the great 

disadvantage of this method is that the frequency ratio used is quite unlikely to be a 

multiple of three. Thus there will be a PWM waveform used that contains harmonic 

elements that could be avoided by using a variable carrier frequency.

This method is not very satisfactory. Therefore another way was looked at to overcome 

this problem. There are two considerations made. The first is, that during a dynamic 

period the harmonic content of a wave does not really matter and the second is, that 

what is supplied to the motor is not voltage but pulses of voltage time. These deliber 

ations lead straight towards the idea of translating the sinusoidal wave for a period 

directly to a pulse that has the same voltage time ratio. This translation is done by 

discretizing the sinewave obtained from the control model during the time of a control 

cycle, called Ts, into a number of intervals with the time 6t. The amplitudes of the
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sinewave resulting from the discretization are now added together and multiplied by 6t, 

producing the voltage time pulse required during the time Ts- This of course has to be 

performed for all three phases.

+v -

o -

\7

Ts/2

— dti

At

Ts

— ! —

1 1 1 1

3Ts/2 2Ts

dtz —

1 1 | 1 1 1 1 1 •

Fig. 128; A process to generate a PWM voltage wave

The process of generating the PWM voltage waveform is performed as follows. The 

time for a control cycle Ts is divided into an even number of intervals with the time At, 

this time can be the same as 6t, but this is not essential. The whole process of generating 

described here is illustrated in figure 128. If the required voltage time pulse would be 

zero, the voltage would be a value +V for the time Ts/2, which equals half the number 

of the At intervals in the figure, and after this time it would switch to -V for the remaining 

5 At intervals. In the next control cycle the voltage would start with -V and after half 

the time switch to +V, and from then again starting with +V and so on. The voltage 

discribed here is of the two-level type phase to DC-neutral voltage and would be the 

same for all three phases. From this two-level voltage would result the three level phase 

to phase voltage and this would be zero in this case and subsequently there would be 

no voltage time pulse transferred to the machine. For a no zero voltage time pulse the 

pulse is calculated as described earlier for each phase and this value is now divided by 

+V resulting in the switching time dt. This switching time, however, has at least for the 

simulation to correspond to a multiple of At. The question, if this switching time has to 

be added or subtracted from the zero switching time Ts/2 is dependant on the period it 

is performed in. If it is done in a cycle starting with +V a positive value of dt, called dti
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in the figure, will result in an addition of this value to Ts/2, whilst the same one in a 

cycle starting with -V, then called dt2, would result in a subtraction. For a negative value 

of dti it will result in a subtraction whilst a negative value of dt2 would result in an 

addition.

Obviously this method finds its limits with the switching frequency allowed for the 

semiconductors in the experimentation and the time chosen for a control cycle and of 

course by the computing power available for the drive. In the simulation stage the limits 

are given by the number of variables available. This method of generating a PWM wave 

has so far not been investigated, because it requires a great number of calculation of 

sine wave values and this was not possible, because the computing power at affortable 

cost was made available only in recent years. The same is valid for fast switching 

devices. However, the accuracy of this method is very much dependant on the accuracy 

of both the computing process and the available switching speed.

The results of this simulation are presented in the following figures with the standard 

format. These results propose, that this method of generating a PWM voltage waveform 

is suitable during the dynamic phase of the operation, but it can be seen, that during 

steady state operation there is an increasing disturbance of the waves. This is of course 

due to the harmonics contained in the generated wave. It is possible to reduce this 

problem during simulation with an increase in the number of sampling point at every 

level (6t, At, Ts). However, before an indepth investigation in this field is concerned, it 

appears to be sensible to test this method by means of experimentation, to get an idea 

about the limits, such as recovering time of the semiconductors, given by the real system, 

which are neglected during the simulation phase. For this project, however, it is currently 

not possible, because the system used is no longer available in that form and a suitable 

transducer is not available.
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4.1. Introduction

The motor under investigation in this thesis was also used in a PhD project. The machine 

is a 2.2 kW, 3-Phase, 4 Pole cage rotor induction machine fitted with an encoder with 

1024 pulses/rev and forced ventilation at the non-drive end. The supply voltage is 

240V/415V, the slip is 4.91% at 50 Hz. The manufacturer supplied the following 

information about the machine:

Fig. 132; The equivalent circuit from manufacturer

Xi, stator leakage inductance

Rl, stator resistance

Xmg, magnetising reactance

Rmg, equivalent resistance for mechanical losses

RFE, equivalent resistance for iron losses

Xzs, rotor leakage inductance (referred to stator)

R2S, rotor resistance (referred to stator)

3.661Q 

3.76Q 

84.2Q 

1387Q 

1153Q 

8.765Q 

: 2.571Q
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First the motor was investigated when supplied with a sinusoidal voltage wave. The 

investigation of the variable voltage variable frequency system was performed with a 

transputer based PWM inverter developed in the same PhD project. Finally a device 

was build to display the flux trajectory as shown in chapter 3.

4.2. Motor test

Fig. 133; Setup for motor characteristic

Due to the unavailability of a direct torque measurement setup the motor characteristic 

had to be determined by indirect means. The motor was connected to a load machine 

with built in speedometer and supplied by the rated values via a regulated transformer. 

In one phase the current was measured and recorded together with the speed. The torque 

was then determined from the measured current values.
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4.3. Transputer based Inverter Drive

The transputer based inverter can be divided in four parts, the actual inverter, the main 

transputer system, the host PC with internal interface transputer and the interface circuit 

between main transputer, inverter and motor. The experimental setup is in figure 135 

and a block diagram of the setup is shown in figure 134.

Fig. 134; Block diagram of inverter drive system

Fig. 135; The Transputer Based Inverter Drive
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The inverter drive is a 2.2kW three phase bridge inverter [4.3.1] based on MOSFETs 

as power semiconductor switching devices. The choice of MOSFETs as switching 

devices was determined by the power rating and the operating frequency. In the power 

rating of this inverter there are normally bipolar transistors or MOSFETs in use, with 

the latter offering the lower switching losses. At low frequencies increased conduction 

losses occur in the MOSFET. These losses can be reduced by the addition of devices 

such as diodes in the circuit. MOSFETs require less complicated gate driving electronic 

circuitry and in respect of future development are simpler to replace with higher ratings.

MOSFETs are available as p-chanel and n-chanel devices allowing switching between 

positive and negative potential respectively, a feature needed in a bridge inverter, where 

the three lower switches have the negative in common, usually the ground of the supply 

voltage, whilst the three upper switches have the positive, normally phase, in common. 

However, the specifications for n-chanel and p-chanel MOSFETs regarding their 

switching behaviour are significantly different, which would result in additional control 

electronics. At the time of the design of the inverter p-chanel MOSFETs were not yet 

available at the same power rating as the n-chanel complements required for the inverter. 

Thus only n-chanel MOSFETs were chosen to be used. This, however, demanded three 

additional isolated power supplies for the three upper switching devices. In addition to 

the electronics for this, means of protection, isolation and safety were necessary. For 

example, to separate the different power levels between switching devices and switching 

logic, opto-isolators were used, also providing some feedback separation, and an 

interlocking logic was designed to avoid any two switches in one branch conducting in 

the same time and thus generating a short circuit.

The transputer is a form of optimised single chip computer designed for parallel 

operation. The name transputer is derived from TRANSistor and comPUTER indicating 

its unique design. A transputer is a central processing unit with a floating point unit, a 

memory controller, some memory and a special communication controller on board. 

The communication controller is of special design, because it is a serial communication 

line with a special and fixed communication protocol, the port is called a link and 

consists of two lines, and each transputer has four of them. These links provide an easy
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to use and fast interface to connect to other transputers or by means of a link adapter to 

other components. The transputer is designed for parallel processing. Different pro 

cesses can be performed on one transputer or on several transputers, where the 

communication between the transputers is provided by means of the links, not requiring 

any additional programming.

Alongside the transputer came the programming language OCCAM specially designed 

for the features of the transputer, which will be explained later. OCCAM is provided 

as part of a system called Transputer Development System (TDS) which provides all 

the necessary means to run the system. In the PC a transputer board called BOOS was 

used. The BOOS board contains a T800 transputer on a standard PC peripheral card 

providing host for up to eight transputer modules. A transputer module consists of a 

transputer and 256K, 1M or 2M ram and is called T(ransputer)RAM. To run the TDS 

(in version 2) on a PC, a transputer with a minimum of 2M RAM is necessary which is 

provided by the BOOS board and a TRAM called B414. The setup of TDS and BOOS is 

only necessary for the development stage of a transputer program, however, in this case 

it is used to provide an interface between the inverter and the "outer world".

Fig. 136: Block diagram of the B003 board

The main transputer board operating the inverter is a board called B003. This board 

consists of four T414 transputers with 256K ram each. The transputers are intercon 

nected by means of layout forming a square. Each transputer has two links connected 

to another transputer, this provides a basic cell to build up a transputer array, as used in
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highly parallel application such as graphics. A block diagram of the BOOS board is shown 

in figure 136.

OCCAM is the programming language specially designed for transputers. Its main 

distinct feature compared to other programming languages are the two commands SEQ 

and PAR. SEQ stands for SEQential working of the following commands, which is the 

normal procedure. PAR, however, stands for PARallel working of the following 

commands. Writing programs in OCCAM is very convenient because of the structure 

of the program in a multi-level system, the so called Folders. Folders allow a complex 

procedure to be represented in the program level by just its name, while the actual 

procedure code is on a level below, accessed by its procedure name, just as in a real 

filing system. This provides an environment with a very clear program structure.

The allocation of a process to a physical location in a transputer system is done at the 

start of the OCCAM program. Since processes can run in parallel on one processor it is 

possible to run a program for the experimental stage only in the TDS with the BOOS 

board. Once the implementation stage is reached the program can easily be transferred 

to a multiprocessor system by reassigning the processes to other processors at the 

beginning of the program without effecting the program performance itself. The only 

side effect of assigning processes to processors is the program performance, where for 

the most time effective work of the system the best allocation has to be decided, 

however, this does not effect the performance of the program code.

The interface circuit finally provides the feedback of the speed produced by the encoder 

to the host computer and contains the timers which are programmed by the transputers 

with the switching commands for the power semiconductors. For the timers there is a 

special application performed. Normally there is one timer per phase switching the 

output voltage after counting down the programmed time and then requesting a new 

switching time from the controller via interrupt request. This method has the disadvant 

age, that there might be interference by two timers requesting an interrupt at the same 

time and thus disturbing the correct generation of the PWM waveform. To overcome 

this problem a method has been proposed to use a fourth timer counting the half carrier
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wave time and then requesting the change of all four times from the controller, 

consequently avoiding any chance of interference and thus producing a more accurate 

PWM waveform. In this inverter a solution is used that employs the three timers for the 

three phases, with the fourth timer provided via software, this being a modified four 

timer method.

4.4. Flux Trajectory Display Device

If a motor is supplied by a pulse type voltage waveform, the waveform of the current 

generated in the motor will be more sinusoidal then the supplied voltage waveform, 

because the machine acts as a low pass filter, filtering the higher harmonics out. The 

same is of course valid vice versa for the resulting voltage waveform if a pulse current 

waveform is supplied. This behaviour also is evident from the equivalent circuit of the 

motor, which looks like a low pass filter.

To display the flux trajectory of a motor, all that has to be done is to simulate this filtering 

process. However, the supply voltage waveform for this process has to be of the d-q 

frame of reference. To achieve this the three phase voltage waveforms have to be 

transformed to a d-q frame of reference and the mathematical formula governing this 

process is shown in equation 4.4.1.

Va
Vb

VC
=

1 0 1

1 V3
2 + 2
1 V3
2 2

*
w
Vq
Vo

eqn. 4.4.1

Based on this theory a device was built to show the flux trajectory of the motor caused 

by the supplied voltage on an oscilloscope [4.4.1,4.4.2]. One bit of the device is 

therefore performing a transformation of the three phase voltage system to a d-q system, 

whilst the other one is performing the filtering process for higher frequencies.
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This device uses the supplied voltages, that are related to the flux, and separates them 

into their real and imaginary parts. The real part is then supplied as the x-input and the 

imaginary as the y-input to display a Lissajous figure. For a pure sine wave input it 

generates a smooth circle. Since the PWM waveform is not a pure sine wave a distorted 

circle is generated. For a quasi square wave the result would be a hexagon. Thus the 

smoothness of this circle gives an indication of how good the supply is, indicating how 

smooth the motor runs. It also can indicate a change of strategy used for inverters over 

their full range of supply.
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Fig. 137; Diagram of flux trajectory display device

The device consists of two branches one for the imaginary part the other for the real 

one. Each branch consists of two operational amplifiers. The first is a summator that 

performs the actual mathematical addition as described in equation 4.4.1. The second 

one is an integrator that filters the higher harmonics out of the voltage since they are 

not present in the flux. This device unfortunately has some problems. It is very sensitive 

to the environment, this makes adjustment very difficult and distortion can be seen on 

some pictures later. But this problem will be overcome since a project in Hannover is
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currently working on an improved version, that will also provide potential separation 

between Line voltages and scope output.
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5. Experimental Results

5.1. Motor characteristic
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Fig. 138: The motor characteristics
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The machine data were measured up to the rated value and it was not possible to measure 

the torque directly, it was deduced by the measured current. In figure 138 the experimen 

tal results are shown by the dotted line, the simulation results by the solid line. It can 

be seen that the simulation results are a little bit higher than the experimental results. 

But taking into account the measurement accuracy, the fact that the simulation uses 

ideal behaviour and that the supplied machine data are average values for this machine 

series, it can be concluded, that the simulation matches the reality.

5.2. PWM waves

In figure 139 a photograph is shown of the scope picture of the three phase three level 

line to line voltages generated by the inverter when operating with regular sampled
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asymmetric PWM at frequency 50 Hz, modulating index 1 and frequency ratio 9. This 

figure compares to figure 99 in the simulation section, where a simular picture is shown.

Fig. 139; Scope picture of line to line PWM voltage

The experimental results for the phase A current are shown in figure 140 for the motor 

when supplied by a three phase regular sampled asymmetric PWM voltage waveform 

with R=21 , M=l and 50 Hz frequency and opertating in steady state condition. This 

result compares fovourable to the one presented in figure 103 in the simulation section.

Fig. 140; Motor line current of phase A
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5.3. FFT

In this section the results of a Fourier analysis of the generated PWM voltage waveforms 

performed with a harmonic analyzer are presented and compared with the simulation 

results. In figure 141 harmonic spectrum of a natural sampled PWM voltage waveform 

is presented. The simulation result for the same waveform is shown in figure 142 and 

it can be seen that it compares favourably to its experimental complement.

M= R= 6

NATURAL SAMPLING

Fig. 141; Spectral analysis of natural sampled PWM
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Fig. 142; FFT of simulated natural sampled PWM
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The spectra of PWM voltage waveforms generated by means of regular sampled 
asymmetric PWM are shown in figures 143 and 145 respectively. The modulating index 
for both waveforms is one and the fundamental frequency is 50 Hz. The frequency ratio 
for the first figure is 6 and for the latter 21. In figures 144 and 146 the corresponding 
simulation results are shown. As previously the experimental results compare favour 
ably to the simulation results.

M= R=6

REGULAR SAMPLING

Fig. 143; Spectral analysis of regular sampled PWM
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Fig. 144; FFT of simulated regular sampled PWM R=6
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Fig. 145; Spectral analysis of regular sampled PWM
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Fig. 146; FFT of simulated regular sampled PWM R=21
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5.4. Flux trajectory

In this section the results of the flux trajectory generated by the device described in 

chapter 4 are illustrated. Attention is drawn to the fact that due to a different definition 

of the d-q axis system used in Britain and in Germany, the Y and X axis are swapped 

compared to the simulation results presented in chapter 3.

In figures 147 and 149 the results of the flux trajectory display are shown. These results 

compare favourably to figures 106 and 107 that are the simulation results presented in 

chapter 3. Figures 148 and 150 show the quadrature and direct axis flux components 

corresponding to figures 147 and 149, respectively and of course these results compare 

well to their counterparts in the simulation section, which are figures 111 and 112. 

Finally in figure 151 the flux trajectory of a soft start with a constant V/f ratio is shown. 

This figure, however, can be seen to be distorted and illustrates some of the dificulties 

involved in using this very sensitive divice. Nevertheless it can be seen that the softstart 

produces a flux that is slowly winding up towards the full operation value.

From these results, it can be concluded that this device provides a simple method of 

obtaining information about the supply source used to operate a machine.
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Fig. 147; Flux trajectory at R=21

Fig. 148; D and q axis flux at R=21
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Fig. 149; Flux trajectory at R=51

Fig. 150; D and q axis flux at R=51
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Fig. 151; Flux trajectory of a soft-start
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6. Conclusion and Further Work

6.1. Conclusion

This thesis contains an investigation into the performance and behaviour of an inverter 

cage rotor induction motor drive system by means of simulation on a personal computer. 

The various ways of describing a machine in mathematical terms are established. To 

generate a variable frequency variable voltage supply Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 

strategy was examined. To analyze the quality of different methods of generating a 

PWM waveform the Fourier transform was investigated. Finally the theory of vector 

field control was reviewed.

The software package MATLAB was found to be most useful for translating mathe 

matical theory into a computer program. This software package allows the simulation 

to be performed on an up to date personal computer rather then on the mini- or main 

frame computers that are normally used for such complex simulation studies.

From the theory two motor models were developed, one for steady state operation using 

the Park vector and the second for the dynamic behaviour. With the steady state model, 

the motor characteristic was generated when supplied by a three phase mains supply. 

The second model was used to investigate the influence of the variation of the value of 

the inertia on the start-up behaviour of the machine. A regular sampled symmetric PWM 

inverter and a regular sampled asymmetric PWM inverter were simulated. The harmonic 

content of the voltage waveforms generated was analyzed by means of the Fast Fourier 

Transform. Regular sampled asymmetric PWM was found to be superior to regular 

sampled symmetric PWM. An open loop PWM inverter drive was then simulated, to 

see the impact of the harmonics contained in these pulse type waveforms on the 

behaviour of the drive system, when compared to sinusoidal supplies. Finally, a voltage 

type indirect vector field controlled PWM inverter induction motor drive was simulated.
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The motor characteristic was experimentally investigated and the result of this investi 

gation favourably confirms the simulation results. The open loop PWM inverter was 

investigated by means of a transputer based induction motor inverter drive. The 

harmonic analysis of the output of the PWM inverter was performed with a spectrum 

analyzer. The comparision of the experimental results with the results obtained from 

the simulation showed good correlation.

A device was built to display the flux trajectory generated in the motor on an oscillos 

cope, when supplied by a three phase voltage. The experimental results obtained from 

this show a good correlation with the results for the flux trajectory obtained from the 

simulation of the drive.

This thesis has demonstrated, that a useful simulation of an induction motor inverter 

drive is possible with modern engineering tools. With the current increase in computing 

power and the availability of more powerful software packages it will become more and 

more common use to simulate complex drive systems. This will allow engineers, in the 

future, to simulate an application before actually implementing a design, with a 

reasonable accuracy being achieved. With the widespread increase of fast, large memory 

computers, and the availability of the necessary communication tools, it might soon be 

the case, that manufacturers will provide the necessary software for their product and 

that a salesman will be able to choose the suitable drive for his costumer by means of 

simulating the application.

6.2. Further Work 

6.2.1. Inverter drive

The inverter drive used for the experimentation has so far only been built as a temporary 

experimental device and is currently operated with an intermediate circuit voltage of 60 

or 100V due to the lack of a suitable three phase 400V power supply system. This 

problem should be overcome. There were also some problems cause by noise, which
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appeared to be caused by the prototype state of the PCB's used. The wire-wrap 

technology with its long connection legs are operating as ideal antennas. This system 

should be built to a more final stage with proper PCB's, a final housing and a separate 

supply system.

A further point is the implementation of a torque sensing device for future investigations. 

Thus a better confirmation of the simulation results could be achieved. The verification 

of the torque-speed characteristics for this machine are of great interest.

6.2.2. Software

The software MATLAB used was updated three times during this project and the next 

update is already in the final stage of preparation. Fortunately these updates did not 

cause any problems, unlike other software, but every update saw a drastic increase in 

the computing power made available, eg. the limit for the number of elements for a 

vector was pushed forward and is now only limited by the memory available. The only 

difficulty caused by the updates was the requirement of an up to date PC.

There are now toolboxes for MATLAB available for different fields of applications. 

The capabilities of MATLAB illustrated during this project suggest the production of 

a toolbox for inverter drive technology based on the research work undertaken so far. 

The fundamentals for the induction machine, PWM-inverters and a vector controlled 

inverter are there. Future work could expand this to other inverter types and the inclusion 

of the other machine types. However, for this purpose it is necessary to lay down a clear 

concept of what to include and what to exclude, because the software allows the 

inclusion of almost every aspect of the drive system, such as heat, saturation and 

switching effects and thus the initial objective might be lost. The limit for what to include 

would basically be set by the computer power made available.
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6.2.3. Hardware

The growing capabilities of the new computer and transputer generations becoming 

available demand constant updating of equipment. This process is made easier by the 

dramatic price drops taking place. The software available are breaking with the standard 

of compatibility, that was blocking the advance of computer power by requiring that 

software be able to run on the first PC's. Thus new software requires more and more 

computer systems with a certain standard of advanced features. This project started on 

a PC-286AT with 1 Mbyte ram for the simulation and a 386 with 2Mbyte ram for the 

inverter drive, that was not available for simulation since it was being used by another 

project. The 386 computer was one of the first types available, consequently it did inherit 

a lot of bugs and its speed was slow compared to similar 386 computers available today. 

For a continuation of this project it appears to be essential to provide a modern 386 

computer with at least 8 Mbyte RAM or even better a 486DX computer since MATLAB 

requires the math coprocessor anyway. A 386 computer with a 387 coprocessor should 

currently be about the same price as a 486DX computer. Taking into account the gain 

in speed, originated by the design of the 486 with built in coprocessor and the heavy 

use made of this by MATLAB, and the greater amount of RAM that can be fitted, the 

purchase of a 486 appears to be the best choice for a future research project. But this is 

certainly limited by the resources available for research in this college.

The transputer has also seen a rapid growth from the T400 to the T800, up to T9000 

and the new generation HI. The transputers used for this project are of the T800 

generation. An increase in power and speed would be welcome for the project once the 

system is brought to full operation power. The implementation of more sophisticated 

control strategies demanding more calculations will certainly need these capabilities. 

As the control approaches a true "real-time" implementation, the greater the speed 

required.
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Appendix 4; The motor data

The machine used was a 2.2 kW, 3-Phase, 4 Pole machine fitted with an encoder with 

1024 pulses/rev and forced ventilation at the non-drive end. The supply voltage is 

240V/415V and the slip is 4.91% at 50 Hz.

The manufacturer supplied the following information about the machine:

Fig. 85; The equivalent circuit from Manufacturer

Xi, stator leakage inductance

Rl, stator resistance

Xmg, magnetising reactance

Rmg, equivalent resistance for mechanical losses

RFE, equivalent resistance for iron losses

X2S, rotor leakage inductance (referred to stator)

R2S, rotor resistance (referred to stator)

: 3.661Q 

: 3.76Q 

: 84.2Q 

: 1387Q 

: 1153Q 

: 8.765Q 

: 2.571Q
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Appendix Ri Program listings

1. Supply modules 

Sinusoidal voltage wave module

%sinus.m 

%ver 21.05.90 

Recalculates sinwave

fin=input( 'frequency

Tm=l/fm;

n =input('samplepoints per halfcycle : ');

ck=input('number of cycles : ');

m=240*sqrt(2);

N=2*n;

Nc=N*ck;

Regenerating sinewaveout

for i=l:Nc;

pa(i)=m*sin((i-l)*2*pi/N); %sinewave Phase A 

pb(i)=m*sin((i-l)*2*pi/N+pi*2/3); %sinewavePhase B 

pc(i)=m*sin((i-l)*2*pi/N+pi*4/3); %sinewave Phase C

end;

end

Regular Sampled Symmetric PWM voltage wave module

%rsm.m

%vers 18.03.90

Regenerates regular sampled symmetric PWM

fin=input('Modulating frequency 

R =input('Frequency ratio

AP-2



m =input(' Modulating index = ');

n =input('Number of samplingpoints per carrier halfcycle = ');

t=l/fm;

z=-l;

ck=input(' Number of cycles = ');

vz=24Q*sqrt(2);
N=2*n*R;

Nc=N*ck;

% Calculation of carrier and modulation wave

for i=l:Nc;

mga(i) =m *sin((i-l) *2 *pi/N) ; 

mgb(i) =m *sin((i-l) *2 *pi/N+ 2 *pi/N); 

mgc(i)=m*sin((i-])*2*pi/N+4*pi/N);

if rem(i,n)==l

z=z+l; 

end;

if rem(i,(2*n))==l

ma(i)=mga(i);

mb(i)=mgb(i);

mc(i)=mgc(i); 

else

ma(i)=ma(i-l);

mb(i)=mb(i-l);

mc(i)=mc(i-J); 

end;

a(i)=i-(z*n); 

if rem(z,2)==0

if c(i)>ma(i) 

pa(i)=-vz;

else 

pa(i)=vz;

end;
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if c(i)>mb(i)

pb(i)=-vz; 

else

pb(i)=vz; 

end; 

if c(i)>mc(i)

pc(i)=-vz; 

else

pc(i)=vz; 

end; 

else

if c(i)<nta(i)

pa(i)=vz; 

else

pa(i)=-vz; 

end; 

if c(i)<mb(i)

pb(i)=vz; 

else

pb(i)=-vz; 

end; 

if c(i)<mc(i)

pc(i)=vz; 

else

pc(i)=-vz; 

end; 

end; 

end;

end

Regular Sampled Asymmetric PWM voltage wave module

%rsm.m

%vers 18.03.90

Regenerates regular sampled symmetric PWM
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fm=input('Modulating Frequency = ');

R =input(' Frequency ratio = ');

m = by ut( 'Modulating index = ');

n =input( 'Number of samplingpoints per carrier halfcycle = ');

ck=input('Number of cycles = ');

N=2*n*R;

Nc=N*ck;

Tm=l/fm;

z=-l;

vz=240*sqrt(2);

% Calculation of carrier and modulation wave

for i=l:Nc;

mga(i) =m *sin((i- 1) *pi/n/R); 

mgb(i) =m*sin((i-l) *pi/n/R +pi*2/3); 

mgc(i)=m*sin((i-l)*pi/n/R+pi*4/3); 

if rem(i,n) = =l

end;

if rem(i,n)==l

ma(i)=mga(i);

mb(i)=mgb(i);

mc(i)=mgc(i); 

else

ma(i)=ma(i-l);

mb(i)=mb(i-l);

mc(i)=mc(i-l); 

end;

a(i)=i-(z*n); 

if rem(z,2)==0

if c(i)>ma(i) 

pa(i)--vz;

else 

pa(i)=vz;

end;

if c(i)>mb(i)
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pb(i)=-vz; 

else

pb(i)=vz; 

end; 

if c(i)>mc(i)

pc(i)=-vz; 

else

pc(i)=vz; 

end; 

else

if c(i)<ma(i)

pa(i)=vz; 

else

pa(i)=-vz; 

end; 

if c(i)<mb(i)

pb(i) = vz; 

else

pb(i)=-\'z; 

end; 

if c(i)<mc(i)

pc(i)=vz; 

else

pc(i)=-vz; 

end; 

end;

end

2. Three phase to two phase transformation module

%cabctdq.m

%ver 10.05.90

Recalculation of d-q (stator) voltages
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Konst=[l -1/2 -1/2;0 -l/2*sqrt(3) l/2*sqrt(3);l 1 I]'; 

const=inv(Konst);

for i=l:Nc+l;

vpwm=[pa(i) pb(i) pc(i)]';

vqd=const*vpwm;vqd=vqd';

vd(i)=vqd(l);

vq(i)=vqd(2); 

end;

end

3. Direct on line startup module

%dol.m

%ver 10.07.90

%direct on line

dt=Tm/N;

j=sqrt(-l);

Ls =0.27965; %input('Xs : ');

Lr =0.2959; %input('Xr : ');

Lm=0.268; %input('Xsr : ');

Rs =3.76; %input('Rs : ');

Rr =2.571; %input('Rr : ');

Wr(l)=0;

kf=0.001;

3=0.2;

Al=[0 0 0 0]';

G=[0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 Lm 0 Lr;-Lm 0 -Lr OJ; 

Re=[Rs 0 0 0;0 Rs 0 0;0 0 Rr 0;0 0 0 Rr]; 

X=[Ls 0 Lm 0;0 Ls 0 Lm;Lm 0 Lr 0;0 Lm 0 Lr];

for k=l:Nc;

lime(k)=(k-l)*dt;
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F=inv(X) *((Wr(k) *G) +Re); 

A=-F; 

B=inv(X);

[Phi,Gamma]=c2d(A,B,dt); 

u=[vd(k) vq(k) 0 0]'; 

A2=Phi*Al +Gamma*u; 

A1=A2;

psis(k)=Al(l)+j*Al(2); 

Ids(k)=Al(l); 

Iqs(k)=Al(2); 

Idr(k)=Al(3); 

Iqr(k)=AJ(4); 

IM=fIds(k) Iqs(k) 0]'; 

Iabc=Konst*IM; 

la(k)=Iabc(l); 

Ib(k)=labc(2); 

Ic(k)=Iabc(3);

Te(k)=3*Lm *(Idr(k) *fqs(k)-fds(k) *Iqr(k)); 

kO=dt*(2U) *(Te(k)-kf*Wr(k)); 

kl =dt*(2/J) *(Te(k)-kf(Wr(k)+kO/2)); 

k2 =dt*(2/J) *(Te(k)-kf*(Wr( 

k3=dt*(2IJ) *(Te(k)-kf*(Wr( 

Wr(k+1)=Wr(k) +kO/6+kl/3 +k2/3 +k3/6; 

end;

end

4. Steady state solution module using with Park vector

%park.m

%ver 10.07.90

Recalculation of flux with park rector

km=NI6; 

dt=TmlN;
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Ls =0.27965;

Lr =0.2959;

Lm =0.268;

Rs =3.76;

Rr =2.571;

Speed=input( 'Speed : ');

Wr=Speed*pi/15;

G=[0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 Lm 0 Lr;-Lm 0 -Lr 0);

Re=[Rs 0 0 0;0 Rs 0 0;0 0 Rr 0;0 0 0 Rr];

X=[Ls 0 Lm 0;0 Ls 0 Lm;Lm 0 Lr 0;0 Lm 0 Lr];

F = inv(X) *((Wr *G)+Re);

A=-F;

B=inv(X);

fPhi,Gamma]=c2d(A,B,dt);

a = real(exp(j *pi/3));

b = imag(exp(j *pi/3));

M=[a -b 0 0;b a 0 0;0 0 a -b;0 0 b a];

sumu=[0;0;0;0];

for k=l:km

u=fvd(k) vq(k) 0 0]';

sumu=Phi*sumu+Gamma *u; 

end;

A I =inv(M-Phi*(bn)) *sumu; 

xinit=Al;

IqS(l)=Al(2); 

Idr(l)=Al(3); 

Iqr(l)=Al(4);

for lc=l:(Nc-l)

u=[vd(k) vq(k) 0 0]'; 

A2=Phi*Al +Gamma*u; 

A1=A2;
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isLi(k+ 1) =

Iqs(k+l)=Al(2); 

Idr(k+l)=Al(3); 

Iqr(k+l)=Al(4); 

end;

sis(Nc +1)= isis(l);

for kt=(N+l):Nc 

Ids(kt)=Ids(kt-N); 

Iqs(kt)=Iqs(kt-N);

end;

for i=l:Nc

M=[lds(i) Iqs(i) 0]';

Iabc=Konst*IM;

Ia(i)=Iabc(l);

Ib(i)=Iabc(2);

Ic(i)=Iabc(3); 

end;

end

5. Calculation module of motor characteristic

%kar.m

%ver 18.07.90

%calculation of machine characteristic

Xmr =84.2;

Xsr =3.661; %input('Xs : ');

Xrr =8.765; %input('Xr : ');

Rs =3.76; %input('Rs ; ');

Rr =2.571; %input('Rr ; ');

vl=240;
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s=l;

f=input('Supply Frequency : ');

Xm=Xmr*f/50;

Xs=Xsr*f/50;

Xr=Xrr*fl50;

v=vl*Xm/sqrt(Rs n2+(Xs+Xm)*2);

for i=l:99;

Speed(i)=(l-s)*f*30;

Te(i)=(3/(pi*f))*v K2/(((Rs+Rr/s) n2)+(Xs+Xr)*2)*Rr/s; 

s=s-0.01; 

end;

Speed(100)=f*30; 

Te(100)=0;

end

6. Fast Fourier Transformation module

ta=length(pa);

y=fft(pa,ta);

Y=y .*conj(y)/(ta*2);

z=sqrt(Y)*2;

f=(0:l:(ta/2));

tx=ff;f;fl;
tx=tx(:);

ya =fzeros(l,fix(ta/2+l));z(l :tal2+l);zeros(l,fix(tal2+1))];

ya=ya(:);

plot(tx,ya)
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7. Vector Held control module with ideal VVVF

%start presets 

xO=[0 0 0 0]'; 

theta=0; 

wr(l)=0;

sa=0; 

sb=0; 

sc=0;

for i=l:n

%conlroller every 1ms and pwm 

if rem((i-l),10)==0

Tt=gain*(wrt-wr(i));

iqt = Tt *Lr/(Lm *Lm *idt);

wsl=iqt*facl ;

vdt=idt *Rs-iqt *Lsi *we;

vqt - iqt *Rs + idt *Ls *we;

v=sqrt(vdl A2 + vqt *2);

vm(i)=v;

ang = atan2(vqt, vdl);

the.ta= theta + we *dt;

we=wr(i)+wsl; 

else

vm(i)=v;

theta = theta + we *dt; 

end;

va(i) = v *sin( theta + ang); 

vb(i)=v*sin(theta+ang+2*pi/3); 

vc(i)=v*sin(theta+ang+4*pi/3); 

A=-B*(wr(i)*G+R); 

[phi,gam]=c2d(A,B,dt); 

%apply data to motor 

u=C*[va(i.) vb(i) vc(i)]'; 

u=u';

xl=phi*xO+gam*(u(l) u(2) 0 0]'; 

Te(i) =3*Lm *(xl(3) *xl(2)-xl(l) *xl(4));
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kO=dt*(2/J)*(Te(i)-kf*wr(i)); 

kl =dt*(2/J) *(Te(i)-kf*(wr(i) 

k2=dt*(2/J) *(Te(i)-kf*(wr(i) 

k3=dt*(2/J) *(Tc(i)-kf*(wr(i) +k2)); 

wr(i +1)= wr(i) +kO/6+kl/3+k2/3 +k3/6; 

xO=xl;

pt=t(i)/n/dt; 

clc;

%disp(pt, 

end;

end

8. Vector field control module with PWM

%\>ector field control 

%ver 15.5.91

%starlup inputs

idt=input('Direct axis current :'); 

vn=input('DC-Link voltage : '); 

nrt=input( 'Speed :'); 

wrt=nrt*2*pi/60/2; 

n=input('Number of points : '); 

gain=input('gain :'); 

kf=input('friction factor :'); 

dt=input('time increment :');

%motor data

Rs=3.76;

Rr=2.571;

Lm=0.268;

Ls=0.27965;

Lr=0.2959;
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Lsi=(Ls*Lr-Lm"2)/Lr; 

J=0.02;

%Matrix Equations of Motor

C=(2/3)*[l -1/2 -1I2;0 -sqrt(3)/2 sqrt(3)/2;l/2 1/2 1/2];

L=fLs 0 Lm 0;0 Ls 0 Lm;Lm 0 Lr 0;0 Lm 0 Lr];

R=[Rs 0 0 0;0 Rs 0 0;0 0 Rr 0;0 0 0 Rr];

G=[0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 Lm 0 Lr;-Lm 0 -Lr 0];

B=inv(L);

%Slartup Data 

xO=[0 0 0 0]'; 

theta=0; 

wr(l)=0; 

we=0;

%preset to simplify calculation, to be changed if idt gets changed 

facl=Rr/Lr/idt;

for i=l:n

%Vector Field Control

Tt=gain*(wrt-wr(k));

iqt= Tt*Lrl(Lm *Lm *idt);

wsl=iqt*facl;

we=wr(lc)+wsl;

vdt = idt *Rs-iqt *Lsi *we;

vqt = iqt *Rs + idt *Ls * we;

%Transform Control Inform, to Supply

v=sqrt(vdt"2+vqt"2);

ang=atan2(vqt,vdt);

theta-theta +we*10 *dt;

ph=theta+ang;

%prepararion of PWM

M=v/vn;

if M>1
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M=l;

end;

fm=we/2/pi;

R=33;

Tc=llRlfm;

Regeneration of pwm 

werta=sin(ph) +sin((pi/R) +ph); 

ta(l)=(Tc/2) *(1+(M/2) *werta); 

wertb=sin(ph+2/3*pi)+sin((pi/R)+ph+2/3*pi); 

tb(l)=(Tc/2)*(l +(M/2)*wertb); 

wertc=sin(ph+4/3*pi) +sin((pi/R) +ph+4/3*pi); 

tc(l) = (Tc/2) *(1 +(M/2) *wenc); 

for q=2:2*R+l

werta=sin((pi*(q-l)/R) +ph) +sin((pi*q/R) +ph);

ta(q)=ta(q-l)+(Tc/2) *(7 +((-l)"(q-l)) *(M/2) *werta);

wertb=sin((pi*(q-l)/R)+ph+2/3*pi)+sin((pi*q/R)+ph+2/3*pi);

tb(q)=tb(q-l)+(Tc/2) *(1 + ((-l)"(q-l)) *(M/2) *wertb);

wertc=sin((pi*(q-l)/R)+ph+4/3*pi)+sin((pi*q/R)+ph+4/3*pi);

tc(q) =tc(q-l)+(Tc/2) *(1+((-l) R(q-l)) *(M/2) *wertc); 

end; 

td=0; 

ja=l; 

jb=l; 

jc=l; 

tca=Tc/2; 

tcb=Tc/2; 

lcc=Tc/2;

for ki=(i-l)*10+l:i*10 

td=td+dt; 

%sampling pwm 

%phase a 

if rem(ja,2)==0 

if td< =ta(ja)

va-vn; 

else
va=-vn; 

if td>~tca
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if rem(jc,2)==0 

if td<=tc(jc)

vc=vn; 

else 

vc=-vn; 

if td>=tcc 

tcc=tcc+Tc/2; 

jc=jc+l; 

end; 

end; 

else 

if td<=tc(jc)

vc=-vn; 

else 

vc=vn;

if td>=tcc 

tcc=tcc+Tc/2; 

jc=jc+l; 

end; 

end; 

end;

%D/Q Transformation of Supply Voltage 

u=C *[va \'b vc]'; 

u=u';

%Mathemalical Transformation for State variable 

A=-B*(wr(ki)*G+R);

%Digitazitation of State Equation and Solution of Eq. 

(phi,gam]=c2d(A,B,dt); 

xl=phi*xO+gam*fu(l) u(2) 0 0]'; 

Te(ki)=3*Lm*(xl(3)*xl(2)-xl(l)*xl(4)); 

%Speed Integration ala Runge Kutta 

kO=dl*(2/J) *(Tc(ki)-kf*wr(ki)); 

kl=dt*(2/J)*(Te(ki)-kf*(wr(ki)+kO/2)); 

k2=dt*(2U) *(Te(ki)-kf*(wr(ki) +kl/2)); 

k3=dt*(2/J)*(Te(ki)-kf*(wr(ki)+k2)); 

%updating for next go 

wr(ki+ l)=wr(ki) +kO/6+kl/3 +k2/3 +k3/6; 

xO=xl;
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t(ki+l)=t(ki)+dt; 

end; 

end;

end
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Append!? C* Direct-online start-up with sinusoidal supply
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Aopenfliv p? Simulation results of the FFT of PWM

1. Comparison of Regular Sampled Symmetric and Aysmmetric PWM

The following figures show the results of the Fast Fourier Transform of the line to 

DC-link neutral voltage. In each figure Regular Sampled PWM is used, the modulation 

index is 1 and the modulation frequency 50 Hz. From the harmonic content the 

superiority of Asymmetric PWM over Symmetric PWM can be seen.
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2. Comparison of different Ratios

The following figures show the result of the FFT. In all figures Regular Sampled 

Asymmetric PWM was used, the modulating index is 1 and the modulation frequency 

50 Hz.
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3. Comparison of different Frequency Ratios multiples of 3

The following figures show the harmonic content of Regular Sampled Asymmetric 

PWM for frequency ratios that are multiples of 3.
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4. Elimination of triplen harmonics in the line to phase voltage
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Appendix; Jfo Flux trajectories

The following figures show the flux trajectory and the direct and quadrature flux I|M 

and tyq. With the supply voltage starting from square wave, going to Regular Sampled 

Asymmetric PWM with frequency rations 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, .., 33 and ending with

sinusoidal wave.
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Appendix F; Publication

The following paper is related to this project.
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A DIGITAL MODEL FOR A THREE-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE USING A PERSONAL 
COMPUTER (PC) SOFTWARE PACKAGE

CICP.Luk, M.G.Jayne, D.Rees, D.W.Schaper

Department of Electronics and Information Technology, Polytechnic of Wales, 
Treforest, Pontypridd, Mid Glamorgan CF37 1DL, U.K.

Abstract. A discrete state variable method is used to develop a digital model for a three-phase induction motor 
drive. It is shown that the computation required in solving the fifth-order non-linear differential equation of 
the motor is greatly simplified by the exclusive use of matrices. The model can be adapted to the study of 
steady state as well as dynamic performance of the machine when fed from an inverter. Pulse-width 
-modulated (PWM) waves are used to test the model which is based on d-q transformations of the motor 
equations. The validity of the model is confirmed by experimental results obtained from a transputer-based 
PWM inverter drive system.

Keywords, a.c.motors, discrete systems.electric drives, Fourier transforms, matrix algebra, modelling, power 
converter, simulation, transputer.

INTRODUCTION

The operational advantages of using PWM techniques for the 
control of induction motors over alternative methods are 
reflected by the considerable research effort that has been 
described in the literature over recent years. An essential part of 
these developments has been the requirement for an efficient 
and accurate model of the motor in order to examine the 
performance of a diversity of inverter control strategics. Such a 
model, results in the general solution of a non-linear, fifth-order 
differential equation with an input structure which is 
non-sinusoidal (Base, 1986). This, together with the subsequent 
Fourier analysis of various waveforms, requires both good 
mathematical knowledge and a considerable amount of 
computing power. Because the majority of a.c. machines in the 
past were supplied with sinusoidal or near sinusoidal waveforms, 
frequency domain methods were preferred as system analysis 
tools (Jacovides, 1973; Murphy, 1976; Jain, 1984). With the 
number of induction motor drives fed from non-sinusoidal 
variable frequency supplies increasing, there has been an 
obvious incentive to use a time domain analysis where all 
quantities are expressed • tplicitly instead of the sum of infinite 
series, as required in the case of frequency domain methods. The 
classic paper presented by Lipo (Lipo, 1977) has shown that even 
the simulation of a quasi-square inverter in the time domain 
requires very intensive computation. It has been further 
demonstrated that (Bowes and Clare, 1983), although accuracy 
is gained by using time-domain methods, the mathematical 
complexity involved may dissuade an engineer from adopting 
such an approach.

In an attempt to demonstrate that the state variable method is one 
of the most useful means to model a non-linear, multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) motor model, the authors used a 
discrete state-variable method which involved only matrix 
manipulations. With the facilities provided by a personal 
computer (PC) software package which gives access to a library 
of subroutines for matrix manipulations, considerable 
computational simplification is achieved. It is also believed that 
such a digital model in state-variable form, provides a basis for 
further development of a modern real-time digital controller in 
which state-variable methods arc commonly used.

MODELLING OF POWER 
CONDITIONING STAGE

The power conditioning stage is achieved by a 3-phase 
pulse-width moduated (PWM) inverter. There are numerous 
PWM generation schemes available (Jayne, Bowes and Bird, 
1977). However, only the regular sampled asymmetric 
modulated PWM waveform is discussed here due to its wide 
popularity and ease of generation by a digital computer. The 
method described below for the generation of a discrete PWM 
waveforms from a continuous one applies to any PWM scheme 
with known switching angles.

Computation Of Switching Time
The analytical expression for the pulse-width of the n pulse of 
the phase a of a 3-phase regular sampled asymmetric modulated 
PWM waveform, is given by (Bowes and Clements, 1982),

(1)

where Tc is the period of the carrier wave, M is the modulation 
index, an =nn/R, and R is the frequency ratio of the carrier wave 
to the modulating wave. The corresponding pulse-widths for 
phase b and c can be found by replacing an by bn and cn in 
eqn.(l) respectively, where bn -an-l20° and cn =an-240".

It is found that in the real-time generation of a three phase 
PWM waveform, a more efficient method is to modify 
eqn.(l) to :

Tc/4»[I-M*sinan] , for n is odd (la) 

Td4*[l +M*sin an],fornis even <lb)

These equations were used in both the simulation and in the 
generation of the real-time PWM waveforms described in the 
paper at a later stage.

Dbcrctizing the PWM Waveforms
The choice of sampling period,!".!, is basically influenced by two 
factors - accuracy and computational time. The higher the 
sampling frequency, the closer is the discretized model to its 
continuous analogue model, and the longer becomes the
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computational ii me . On the other hand, the sampling period 
should be small compared with the dominant time constant of 
the system. The continuous PWM waveform described by 
eqn.(la) and (Ib) is discretized by means of the sampling 
process illustrated in Fig.i(a). The fictitious carrier waveform is 
shown here for reference. S(n) is the sampling pulse in discrete 
time domain and ha(n) is the resulting discrelized PWM 
waveform. Fig.l(b) shows the program written in the simulation 
programming language (discussed later) for the discretization of 
the PWM waveform. In the program, 5 and ha are matrix vectors. 
The variable p indicates the corresponding element in the 
matrix. The first two lines in the program are used to generate 
the sampling pulse chain matrix vectors. The number of samples 
(N) over half of the carrier cycle (Tc/2) can be chosen by the user. 
The following sections of the program describe the sampling 
process. It is evident from Fig.l(a) that, if the pulse-width of the 
PWM waveform is less than Ts , that pulse may not be sampled. 
For the regular sampled asymmetric modulated PWM 
waveform, and in fact most of the PWM schemes, there is no 
switching at the instants corresponding to the apexes of the 
(fictitious) carrier waveform if the modulating index is less than 
1. Thus, to ensure that those pulses with pulse-width less than 
the sampling period are sampled, it is necessary not only to have 
an integral number of pulses per half carrier cycle, but also to 
synchronize the sampling pulse chain with the apexes of the 
carrier wave. It was found that in this investigation, if the number 
of samples taken was 10 per half carrier cycle, a good 
compromise between accuracy and computational time was 
acheived.

MODELLING OF MACHINE

The operation of a three phase induction motor, for purposes of 
analysis, is basically the interaction between two sets of coils 
with relative motion as shown in Fig.2(a). The associated 
equations are represented in compact matrix form as,

v = Ri + corC i + L di/dt (2)

where R, L and G are 6x6 square matrices of the winding 
coefficients; v and i are 6-element column matrices; and uv is 
the rotor speed.

To improve computational efficiency, eqn.(2) is usually 
transformed into a d-q axis fixed either on the stator or the rotor 
or rotating in synchronism with the applied voltages. The 
transformation referred to the stator is chosen and can be divided 
into two steps as shown in Fig.2(b )and 2(c).

The first step involves the three-phase to two-phase 
transformation with no change of space-frame, as shown in 
Fig.2(b). The current transformation from frame (AJ),C) to 
(D,Q,T) for the stator , and (a,b,c) to (a,fi,# for rotor, can be 
expressed in matrix forms as,

I DQT = D IABC 

= DialK

(3)

(4)

Similar relationships are true for voltages. The second step 
involves the change of space-frame for the rotor, as shown in 
Fig.2(c). The current transformation from frame (o,p,xJ to 
(d,q,f), can be expressed in matrix forms as,

(5)

or,

idcff_= S iafy= S D ia 

ld(jX= W><r (6)

Similar relationships are true for the voltages.The matrices D, S 
and C are as defined in the Appendix.

The motor equation in d-q form referred to the stator may 
therefore be expanded as,

Rs+L,p 0 

0 Rs+Z-sp

pM (UrM 

KUrM pM

pM 0

0 pM

r + Lrp o>rLr

)rLr Rr+L rp

•

ids

iqs

idr

idr

(la)

If this equation is put into the form of eqn.(2), the order of the 
matrices will be reduced by 2 as a result of the d-q 
transformations. Thus, R£ and G become 4x4 matrices, and v,i 
are 4-element column matrices. The electromagnetic torque Te 
is given by,

Te = n i G i.r (7b)

where n is the number of pole-pairs and i is the transpose of i. 
Eqn.(7a) and Eqn.(Tb) may be combined together to form a 
fifth-order equation,

Rs +L,p 0 pM 0 0

0 Rj+ijp 0 pM 0

pM <u rM Rr+Lrp u>rLr 0 •

-U)rM pM U)rLr Rr +L rp 0

itjrM idrM idrLr -iqrLs Jp+Rp

ids

iqs

iqr

idr

(Or

(8)Vdr 

vqr 

Te

where J is the moment of inenia of the rotating mass, and RF is 
a mechanical coefficient representing dissipation due to friction 
and windage.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIMULATION

Simulation Software Package PC-MATLAB l 
The PC-MATLAB is a high-level user-friendly programming 
software package suitable for the design and analysis of control 
systems. As the abbreviated name (MATrix LABoratory) 
implies, the software handles data exclusively in matrix form 
and is hosted by a PC with a maths co-processor. A subroutine 
library consisting of many useful matrix functions such as 
Fourier Transforms and the solution of the state-transition 
matrix in exponential form. It can also import programs written 
in C or Fortran. The graphic output facility contains standard 
output format such as Hewlett Packard Graphic Language 
(HPGL) so that output data can be transferred with great ease.

Sftll'tfrn ftf Sfrte Variable Equation
Digitizing the slate variable equation. The machine equation 
described by eqn.(7a) can be written in standard state- 
variable form as,

(9)

Combining (4) and (5) gives,
1PC-MATLAB User's Guide, 1988.
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where x is the state variable of the transformed current vector 
and u is the PWM input vector to the d-q frame; and A, B are 
as defined in the Appendix

The discrete form of eqn.(9) is given by,

where, <P = </* Ts = / +ATi +(l/2t)A 2T,\..

Since the PWM input u(nTs) over the period, nTs <T < 
(n+;;rj, is constant, then,

T = [ / T5 + (l/2!)ATs2 + ... ] B

The transformation from eqn.(9) to (10) is achieved by a 
command called eld (continuous to discrete) provided by 
MATLAB. The sampling time Ts is chosen to be the same as in 
the discretization of the PWM waveform.

Initial condition. The inherent symmetry of the induction motor 
voltage and current waveforms when supplied from a balanced 
source car be used to find the initial conditions of eqn.(10). 
Depending on the symmetry of the waveform, one of the 
following relations may be used (Bowes and Clare, 1983).

For waveforms with no half-wave symmetry,
JC(t+TY3)=Si JT(t) 

And for waveforms with half-wave symmetry,
(lla) 

(lib)

where T is the period of the waveform, and Si and 52 arc as 
defined in the Appendix.

Thus, for a half-wave symmetrical model, if tbe p sample 
is at T/6, then from eqn.(10), tbe following equations may be 
obtained.

(12a)

Jt(i) =

Fu(p-l)

(12b) 

(12c)

By multiplying equations (12a), ...(12b), ...(12c), with f^1 
<tp"',...,/ respectively, and through the process of 
summation and elimination the following equation for 
1(0) can be obtained.

P-1
(13)

Once tbe initial vectorx(0) is obtained, tbe complete solution for 
the state equation of the motor currents can then be found as a 
matter of routine by means of eqn.(10). Fig.3 shows one of the 
phase currents with the PWM voltage waveform at the sampling 
points over one-sixth of its cycle. These sampled currents 
I(0).J(\).J<f) can be found by inverse transformation of the 
discrete state variables jc(0),~c(i),.j(p) by means of eqn.(3).

Spectrum Analysis of the Waveforms
Two Fourier transform commands are provided by PC-MATLAB 
- the discrete Fourier Transform (dft) and the fast Fourier 
Transform (fft). Quantities represented in the time domain stored 
in a row or column matrix T can be transformed to the frequency 
domain and stored in another matrix, F. Thus,

F=fft(T) or F=dft(D

The number of samples to be used in thejfjfir should be equal to 
2"(where n is an integer value). A matrix with a number of terms 
less than 2" will be filled up with zeros before the transform is 
performed. The number of samples chosen is restricted by the 
condition required to synchronize the sampling pulses with the 
apexes of the carrier waveform (see Fig.la). This means that if 
tbe frequency ratio/? is not equal to 2" itself, then tbe number of 
samples AT, which is equal to the number of sample per period of 
carrier wave, say *, times the frequency ratio R, cannot be a 2" 
number either. In such cases, k should be chosen such that kxR 
is near to 2" to avoid unacceptable errors due to the filled zeros 
in tbe matrix. Alternatively, the dft may be used at the expense 
of an increase in the computational time. In this paper, the dft 
was used for values ofR not equal to 2".

SIMULATION RESULTS

PWM Inverter Voltage Waveforms
The common method of controlling the induction motor by 
keeping the ratio of voltage-to-frequency (or modulation index 
to frequency) constant is illustrated in Fig.4 and 5. It may be 
noted that at higher frequency operations, low frequency ratios 
(see Fig.S) are used to limit the switching frequency and 
associated inverter losses. At lower frequency operations, the 
modulation index is small and voltage pulses are widely 
separated, resulting in high harmonic distortion. Therefore, 
higher frequency ratios (see Fig.4) are used to improve the 
harmonic content of the inverter output voltage . The process of 
changing from one pulse number per cycle to another is 
commonly known as 'gear changing'.

Motor Current and Voltage Waveforms
The transformed PWM stator voltages (vds,vqs ) and stator 
currents (WS.AJJ) in the d-q frame are shown in Fig.6. ll can be 
shown that vds represents the line voltage and v^j is a scaled 
version of the phase voltage (Bowes and Clements, 1982). By 
plotting the ^-quantities against the ^-quantities, the locus of the 
phasor voltage or current waveforms can be obtained. Fig.7 
shows the locus of tbe voltage phasor for the PWM inverter at a 
frequency ratio (R) of 21. It should be noted that as the frequency 
ratio increases, the locus of the phasor will approach a circle. 
Fig.S shows the typical motor phase currents, which were found 
by inverse transformation of Wi and igj.

Spectrum Analysis c; Current AnH Voltage Waveforms 
The harmonic spectrum of the PWM inverter voltage waveforms 
illustrated in Fig.4 and Fig.S are shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10 
respectively. It can be seen that, by comparing Fig.9 and Fig.10, 
the magnitude of the fundamental frequency component is 
proportional to the modulation index. The lower harmonics 
which are more harmful to the motor, are either greatly reduced 
or canceled when high values of frequency ratio R are used.

Electrorrmgnif tfc Torque
The simulation results show that the ripples of the 
electromagnetic torque generated is largely influenced by the 
value of the frequency ratio used. The magnitude of the ripples 
reduces as tbe frequency ratio increases. Fig. 11 shows the 
waveform of a typical electromagnetic torque when a low 
frequency ratio is used.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results presented in this section were obtained from a 
transputer-based PWM inverter system (Fig-12). Due to its fast 
processing speed, the transputer was used to generate a 3-phase 
PWM waveform in real-time, using the same expressions as 
described in cqn.(la) and (Ib). The programs were coded in
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OCCAM, a programming language closely assocaited with (he 
iraospuurr The resulting PWM signals were fed to a 3-phase 
metal-ox.de semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) 
inverter v la an interface circuit. A 2.2k\V 3-phase cage rotor 
induct™ motor was used for .he test. The instrument used to 
display the results in the d-q frame consisted of a 3-phase to 
^-pnase transformer employing operational amplifiers and R-C 
c.rcuiis. I! is shown that the experimental results compare 
iavourably with the simulation results (see Fig. 13-16).

CONCLUSION

It has been shown thai the solut.on of the discretued state 
variable formulated machine model of a 3-phase induction motor 
is greatly simplifed by the use of matrices. The software package 
PC-MATLAB, has proved itself as an ideal tool to provide a 
solution to the problem of machine simulation described in this 
paper. It allows engineers to analyze machine models in 
state-variable form without involving considerable 
mathematical complexity, and also provides computing power 
ai an affordable cost as in contrast to main-frame or 
mini-computers. It is believed that with the ever-increasing 
computing power offered by microprocessors, simulation of 
machine at PC level will become more cost effective and popular 
in the future.
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List Of Symbols.
p = differential operator
Rs = stator resistance
Rr = rotor resistance
Ls = stator leakage inductance
Lr = rotor leakage inductance
M = mutual inductance
u>r = angular speed of rotor (electrical)

Matrices D . S . C. 5j_ aqd 5? • The matrices D , S and C used 
in the transformations of frame are defined as:

APPENDIX

Slate Variable Equation For Induction Moior. The equations for 
the general induction machine model in d-q frame with the usual 
assumptions can be expressed in matrix form as:

where vj,
[Uis Iqs \dr ^Qr]
transpose of the matrix v

11/21/2 
0 -3/2 3/7 

\h/2 lh/2 \h/2\
5 =

cos u>tl sin u>rf 0
-sin (orf cos uM 0

0 0 1

C= V2/3
cos (%t
-sino)rf

lfV2

cos(u>rf+120') cos (u>r(-120*) 
-sin (corH-120*) -sin (u>rt-120') 

\h/2

RjO 0 0

0 0 Rr O
L,

0 0 0 R r

"uo o o 1

0 0 Lr O
0 0 0 Lr

C=
0 0 0 0~
0000 
0 M 0 M
-MO -MO

The matrices Si and S2 used to express the inherent symmetry 
of the motor waveform are defined as:

Rearranging (i) gives,
v = (K + corOi + Lpi 

or, pi' = - (K + <urG)L~' + I L'1 v

Thus, by comparing (ii) with the standard state-variable 
equation (iii),

00

"-1/2 V3/2 0 0 
/3/2 -1/2 0 0 

0 0 -1/2 -V3/2 
0 0 V3/2 -1/2

S2 =
1/2 V3/2 0 0 

V3/2 1/200 
0 01/2 V3/2
0 0 V3/2 1/2

_

it gives A and B , which are defined as m (iv), 
A = -{R + (arG)L

(n-l)Tc/2 nTc/2 (n+l)Tc/2

Fictitious 
Carrier wave

Ts-(Tc/2)/N; 
S-0:Ts:N*Ts*(2*R);

for'q-l':2«R;
for p-N*(q-l)+l:N*q; 

if rem(q,2) >0
if S(p)<ta'(q)+(q-l)«(Tc/2)

else 
ha(p)-l; 

end, 
else
if S(p)<ta' (q)-f(q-l)*(Tc/2) 

ha(p)-l; 
else

(a) Discretizing Process

end, 
end, 

end, 
end

Fig.l Discretization of PWM Waveform
(b) Programw '"6
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(a)Fig. 2 Transformation of Induction Motor Windings to 
d-q frame

(c)

-V

PWM

Fig. 3 Sampled Phase Current over one-sixth of Cycle
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Fig.4 Voltage Waveforms of Inverter with
f=50Hz,M/f=0.02,R=9

-1 
1

Vfc

-1
1

Vc

-1

(ol (rad)
Fig.5 Voltage Waveforms of Inverter with 

f=35Hz, M/f=0.02 and R=15.

ox (rad) "« (rad) 
(a) Diirci-axjs Voltage and Currem (wt,«<li) 0>) 0>ia<lr»nir-«jjs Voltage and Current (wp.ip)

Fig.6 PWM stator voltages and currents
waveforms in d-q frame with 

f=50Hz, M=0.99 and R=15 and slip=0.02.

Fig.7 Locus of Stator Phaser of PWM Wavefrom 
(f=35HzJ*l=0.99,R=21)

Fig.8 Motor Phase Currents with 
f=50Hz,M=0.99,R=15,slip=0.2
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Fig. 9 Harmonic Spectrum of PWM Wave 
corresponding to Fig.4

(Ot(rad)

Fig. 11 Electromagnetic Torque 
(f=50Hz,M=0.99,R=6,slip=0.02)

harmonic
fundamental 
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Fig. 10 Harmonic Spectrum of PWM Wave 
corresponding to Fig.5

m^iipuurl—
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Fig. 12 Block Diagram of Experimental Setup

Fig. 13 Experimental Result corresponding to Fig. 5 Fig. 14 Experimental Result corresponding to Fig.7

Fig. 15 Experimental Result corresponding to Fig.8 Fig. 16 Experimental Result corresponding to Fig. 9
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